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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

In the process of evolution, there is constant reaction against the old,
reversion to the still older in a newer guise, and an overlap involving what
is passing and what is beginning. - Lehman Engel
More than any other art form, contemporary musical theater faces a dilemma as it is
pushed, "kicking and screaming," into the twenty-first century: how to keep itself alive.
One need only look back as far as the silent movie to see what happens when economics
and technological progress play their roles against a certain medium of expression.
Indeed, silent films are still around for cinema lovers to enjoy and cherish as moments of a
time gone by, but as an art form, the genre has been dead for years
Film did not die. It changed. In much the same way, theater itself will not die. It will
mutate. If allowed to do so, the musical will do the same.
The dilemma with musical theater lies in one simple factor. With the musical comes a
catalogue of expectations as to what a musical is, should do, or must be. These
expectations stem from archetypes established in the 1940s. Unlike contemporary
composers of concert music or playwrights of non-musical theater, many creators of the
musical today labor to produce works that, in effect, resemble the musicals of the forties
and fifties. A quick look at the current Broadway line-up of musicals supports this notion.
As of 1 July 1996, seventeen musicals occupy current Broadway theaters. Out of
seventeen, twelve may be considered "new." Of the non-revivals, four are long-running,
so called "pop-operas," transferred fi-om London,* five are traditional musical plays,^ one

' Cats, The Phantom of the Opera, Les Miserables, aiid Miss Saigon.
^ Beauty and the Beast, Big, State Fair, Sunset Boulevard, and VictorA^ictoria.
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is a revue of a song writing team's contribution to pop music,^ and two (ironically, the
two most recent additions to Broadway theater) can be considered new in style and
content. Only one of these works can be considered an "original" musical,^ as all of the
other musicals, revivals included, are based on previously existing material. Only three of
all seventeen deal in any way with contemporary issues and how we live now^ (Broadway
Business 46).
As this playwright/composer sees it, the core of this quandary rests in a few basic
assumptions about the musical that have yet to be challenged: one, that the musical is
fijndamentally romantic and therefore transcendent, and two, that the musical is
fundamentally different from the non-musical.
In his book The Musical. Richard Kislan states:
All musical theater embodies the spirit and philosophy of the theater of
romance. Life is the stuff of all drama, but while the theater of realism
presents life unadorned, the theater of romance presents life as it should be.
When artists of the theater make the average, the ordinary, and the
everyday give way to the special, the unique, and the exceptional, the
theater becomes a shelter for unfettered imagination put to the service of
life's affirmation and celebration. (2)
For no other art form would anyone be so bold as to make such generalizations. The
assumption is that all musical theater does, should, or must seek to raise its subject above
the ordinary. Kislan also assumes that musicals do or must present life in a better form
than we know it to be outside the theater.

^ Smokev Joe's Cafe.
"* Bring In 'Da Noise, Bring In 'Da Funk, and Rent.
^ Bring In 'Da Noise, Bring In 'Da Funk.
^ Big, Rent, and Bring In 'Da Noise, Bring In 'Da Funk.

It is the belief of this writer that this assumption helps to make musical theater
irrelevant to today's audiences. Existence in today's world has never been less romantic,
more stark, or more bleak. True, everyday joy abounds, and music does indeedfillthose
moments. The question becomes: Do these moments need to be any more joyous or any
more romantic to be represented effectively in a musical? Furthermore, does the addition
of music to a text automatically "raise" the text to another level? To sing and dance
happily through life reads falsely in light of the current world situation. Our society
reverberates with prejudice, greed, murder, violence, and gluttony. Few writers strive to
remain true to this fact in their musicals.
Every other art form besides the musical, be it concert music, pop music, non-musical
theater, dance, or art, has found its way to representing and dealing with the way we live
and breathe in today's society. Only a handfijl of musicals dealing wdth current issues
exists In this Hght, it would seem that in order to be celebratory, a musical must be "up,"
or happy. This is not true. A short list of examples to the contrary includes Cabaret,
Carousel, Company. Falsettos, Hair, Hello Again, and A Chorus Line. These musicals all
use music and dance to deal successfully with the neurosis, the pathos, the grief, and yes,
the joy in living these darker emotions.
Thisfirstmajor assumption links itself directly with the second, that musicals are
fundamentally different from non-musicals. This writer believes this to be true on one
point alone.

One employs music. The other does not. Any flirther delineation serves to

separate, to categorize, and to box-in what theater is and can be.
At the heart of this matter, beats the assumption that non-musical theater is more
"realistic" than musical theater. In his book Writing the Broadway Musical, Aaron
Frankel states:
Some people claim that the musical is improving because it is becoming
more realistic. This is to misconstrue what platform theater does in

general, and how a musical differs from a straight play in particular.
Musical theater may be getting more real, but not more realistic. A
realistic play closes in on its subject, while a musical book opens up its
subject,fi-eeingit to become less literal. (7)
Frankel's basis supposes that there are two types of theater: platform (presentational)
theater, and picture (realistic) theater, and that all musical theater is presentational, while
most non-musical theater is picture theater (6). Granted, Frankel's book was written in
1977, but in light of recent plays like Tony Kushner's Angels in America, Terrence
McNally's Love! Valour! Compassion!, and Robert Schenkann's The Kentucky Cycle, it
would seem that writers of non-musicals are writing platform theater as well. All three of
these works are of operatic proportions. They are complete with aria-like monologues,
fevered emotions, and the use of stunning theatricality. Upon examination, this playwright
wonders how even writers considered to be the realistic playwrights are thought of as
such. Tennessee Williams' characters are no more realistic than any of Sondheim's. The
characters in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof speak in metaphors, and their stories,fi'ombeginning
to end, are far more impassioned than people in everyday life. This writer supposes that
theater, musical or non-musical, is fundamentally presentational, and therefore not
realistic. By conclusion then, it would stand to reason that any separatist rhetoric between
proponents of musical theater against non-musical theater or vice versa, on the basis that
one is more real than the other, speaks more to the fact that such persons simply prefer
one over the other, rather than supporting any truth to the notion that there are
fundamental differences.
Acceptance that these two assumptions do not apply to today's theater frees the
musical to take any shape, to deal with any subject matter, and to speak honestly to issues
and conflicts we face from day to day as members of contemporary society. These points
outline the goals at work in the writing of Insanities, an original musical.

In an effort to create a work of musical theater, this playwright/composer sought to
present a gritty, unembellished look at how we live today. In doing so, attention was paid
not to treat music and song as a tool to raise the subject material above what it naturally
is, but as simply another means by which the characters express themselves. The
following study offers a synthesis of the methodology behind achieving such a work,
through examination of the structure, the script, the songs, and the language of Insanities,
and a postmortem discussion of the production, successes and failures thereof

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGIES
Alice dropped to the ground and lay trembling. She was sofiightenedat
the thought of what she had done that when the man had gone on his way
she did not get to her feet, but crawled on hands and knees through the
grass to the house When she got to her own room she bolted the door and
drew her dressing table across the doorway. Her body trembled so that she
had difficulty getting into her nightdress. When she got into bed she buried
her face in the pillow and wept brokenheartedly. "What is the matter with
me? I will do something dreadful if I am not careful," she thought, and
turning her face to the wall, began trying to force herself to face bravely the
fact that many people must live and die alone... - Sherwood Anderson,
Winesburg, Ohio.

Much like the characters in Anderson's dark account of small town life, the
characters in Insanities face a certain amount of ambiguous longing. Plagued by a sense of
unexplained inner turmoil, they have a profound need to do something other than what
they are doing. At the same time, they are unable tofigureout how to go about fulfilling
that need.
The challenge in creating a musical dealing with such dark circumstances rests in its
structure: how to present such characters, while allowing for the use of music, and not
allowing the inherent "falseness" of a musical to destroy the truth in their situations. The
following section of this study will discuss the methodologies behind the presentation of
these characters and situations in the contexts of theme, the script, and the songs.

The Themes
The major themes found in Insanities link themselves directly to the sort of issues
people face every day in the contemporary worid. They are a sense of unquenchable
longing, violence, obsession, various sexuality issues including sexual harassment,

pornography, prostitution, and homosexuality, andfleetinghope that things will eventually
get better. In order to effectively realize these issues on stage, this playwright chose
specific and recognizable characters and items.
The main characters. Tommy and Rachel, exemplify through what they experience,
many of the sexual issues in our society. Rachel works at a restaurant called 'Headlights,'
a blatant attempt on the part of the playwright to make a connection vnth the similar
restaurant chain 'Hooters.' Required to wear, as she calls them "my tight jeans, my tithugging shirt," Rachel deals with a certain amount of degradation as she more or less
prostitutes herself The following lyrics appeared in an early draft of the song that
eventually became "Shitty People." During the song, Rachel describes her morning as she
goes about getting ready for work.
Seven thirty, in the shower.
Seven forty, out again
Seven fifty, have a twinkie,
Down a diet coke and then
Find a shirt that snugly fits.
Shows my navel, hugs my tits;
My job
It's my job.
Pick some jeans thatridemy hips,
Tight the jeans and big the tips.
My job.
Rachel knows what she is doing. She knows her job is degrading, but she does it
anyway because it pays. At the samerime,she suffersfi"omguilt and anxiety stemming
from what she does day after day. The cycle continues.
Even more overtly entrenched in the sex business is the character of Tommy, who
works as a male prostitute. Hefloundersin a never ending cycle of people who wish to
possess him for his physical beauty and emotional ambivalence. Tommy, too, is painfully

aware of what his life and work involve. In his duet with Nora ("Happy Birthday to Me"),
as they prepare for intercourse. Tommy sings the following:
She loves.
She needs my chest.
My arms.
My legs,
My ass.
She loves them.
Feels and gropes
And loves and wants
And hopes I'll stay.
Sometimes 1 think If another needy woman sees my dick I'm gonna die.
It's how I live.
I'll get by.
Despite the fact that Tommy and Rachel are both aware of the negative effect their
jobs have on them, neither, at least at the beginning of the play, shows any sign they might
initiate a personal change. Again, the cycle continues.
Every other character in the play deals with some sort of sexual issue. Obsessed with
Tommy's physical beauty, Nora despairs when he does not retum her affections. She lives
for their regular and all too short sexual rendezvous. Similarly, the psychotic Gert
obsesses over Nora's son, Joe. Her destructive attraction eventually leads to Joe's
demise. Joe expresses his lack of respect for sex in his song "All the Time:"
And I work another shift.
Fuck a couple giris.
Get a little stoned,
Down another coke.
Work another shift,
Fuck a couple giris,
Get a little drunk.
Drop some acid,
Get a blow job,
Eat some junk food.
Work,
Fuck,
Smoke,
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Eat...
As Joe points out, sex, to him, is just another way to get through the day, not much
different from eating junk food or working some extra hours. Likewise, the drag queen,
Coco expresses that violent sex is little more than entertainment:
Coco: Yes, I'm going out. Yes, I'm getting laid. Maybe more than once.
Maybe getting whipped, spanked, or shit on. Yes, I'm dropping, shooting,
snorting all kinds of stuff. Yes, you can go flick yourself if you don't like
it.
The character who most openly deals with a sexual problem is Arliss. Arliss is a pom
addict. Unable to commit to a steady job, he sits around the house in his underwear all
day looking at pornography. The moment when we tmly assess the extent to which his
addiction has digressed arrives when Arliss sings a love ballad to a pom star ("Beautiful
Girl"). The song contains lyrics such as "Beautifxil girl, You have taught me what love is
about." Due to his distorted view of sexuality, Arliss deals with sexual harassment issues
as well. While ordering lunch at Headlights, he reaches out and grabs Rachel's breast
without even thinking twice
By the same token, Rachel's job presents a dilemma for her. While reason clearly
supports that no one deserves to have their breast grabbed, the fact that Rachel works in a
place called 'Headlights' would seem to convey that her body is a thing to be possessed by
the patrons of such an estabUshment.
Another major issue Insanities deals with is violence. The presence of violence in
everyday life is all too real. Every day people are murdered, mugged, raped, and beat up
on the streetsrightoutside our homes. While most of the violence in Insanities is used for
comic effect, such as the many brawls between Coco and Arliss, Gert handcuffing herself
to Joe, and Rachel's mock karate executed at Arliss' expense, the intention was still to

reverberate that violence is an ever present, alienating, and unnecessary aspect of how we
live.
This playwright/composer chose to illustrate the ever present threat of violence in the
lives of his characters through the use of a gun. Passedfi-omcharacter to character
through the course of the evening, a small handgun eventually lands in the wrong hands
and is used to kill. Thus, the blame truly lies with all characters, as they have dealt with
the gun irresponsibly.
Through the above mentioned obsessions, addictions, and violence, a sense of longing
and despair develops in each of the seven characters. Every character senses a feeling of
emptiness that cannot befilledas they go about their lives. Through the course of their
day, each tries in vain to fill the void: Nora through alcohol and sex, Rachel through
Coco, Coco through sex, drugs, and the club scene, Tommy through sex, Arliss through
pornography, Joe through drugs, sex, and work, and Gert through Joe. What develops is
quirky, flinny, and sad.
This writer's intent is not, however, to leave the audience "suicidal" when the curtain
falls. There is, at the end of the play, afleetingsense of hope that things might get better
in the following lyric.
Rachel:
Somehow,
Some way.
Things are gonna get better.
Aren't they?
I'd say,
Somehow,
Things will surely get better.
Well, they couldn't get worse.
I know, that's cliche.
But they couldn't get worse.
All right.
Okay
What now?
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Tommy:
Somehow,
Some way,
Things have got to get better.
Haven't they?
I'd say.
Somehow,
Things can only get better.
Well, they couldn't get worse.
No, they couldn't get worse.
No way!
Tommy & Rachel:
Maybe in a year.
Maybe in a day.
Or maybe not at all.
Somehow.
Maybe.
The ensemble responds with a cacophony of lamenting, ending with the above refi"ain
and then a repetition:
All right.
Okay.
What now?
Thefinalphrase indicates that there is, indeed, a way out of the cycle of destmction.
"What now" points to the fact that if action is taken, things can be different. The short
scene that follows between Rachel and Tommy gives the impression that at least two of
the seven characters are set onrisingabove their present situation:
Tommy: So.
Rachel: So what?
Tommy: What now?
Rachel: Oh, I don't know. Does it matter*^
Tommy: Yeah.
Rachel: You're right.
Tommy: I know.
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Thefinalimage the audience sees between the two is one with Rachel resting her
head on Tommy's shoulder. Tommy's arm around her. At long last, a meaningful
connection has been made. The hope presented is not excessively optimistic, but it is hope
nonetheless.

The Script
Several issues had to be addressed in approaching the writing of such a piece. How
to give the impression these characters are "stuck" in order to heighten the sense of
helplessness, what sort of characters inhabit such a world, and how do such characters talk
are a few such issues. This writer chose to address them through the following three
things: structure, character, and dialogue style.

Structure
According to Michiko Kakutani's liner notes for the cast recording of Passion, one of
Stephen Sondheim's artistic principles is that "content dictates form" (29). With this in
mind, the answer to the question of how to stmcture Insanities was not a hard one. This
piece needed to be non-linear How so was not as easy. What eventually seemed to make
the most sense was to employ repetition and create a work that was cyclical. This would
create a sense that the characters were in a never-ending chain of events that seemed next
to impossible to stop and also to make it nearly impossible for audience members to
predict where the piece was headed next. To heighten the sense of cycle, it became clear
that an object passed from character to character would make sense as well, much like the
brooch in Hello Again, passed from character to character after each sexual rendezvous,
and the pocket watch in The Kentucky Cycle The gun gives the audience an indication of
where they have been, and where they are going without giving too much away. It also
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serves as a through-line for the piece, while adding to the danger of the world in which
these characters live.

Character
Character was the starting place for Insanities. Before contriving any story lines,
sketchy bios were made for each character with short descriptions of their relationships to
each other. The story was a natural outgrowth of the characters.
The challenge in creating characters for this show was in their need to be messed up
enough to inhabit such a mixed up world, and yet at the same time, remain truthful. This
writer believes the key to creating such characters is specifics. Another Sondheim
principle is "God is in the details" (Kakutani 29). Truthfulness in the minute potions of a
character will resuh in truthfulness in the whole. Examples of such details are Rachel
eating twinkles all the time and carrying her tips around in a money jar, Arliss drinking
Yoo-hoo; Nora being an alcoholic; and Tommy always telling Arliss he's going to kick
him out of their apartment and then never following through. Incidentally, these details
also added another subject matter relevant to our world: junk food. Soon it became
evident that, at one point or another, every character should consume some sort of food
that was unhealthy.

Dialogue
Along with the challenge of presenting characters that were quirky and true came the
challenge of creating a way such people might talk to each other. The following scene,
which became the park bench scene between Tommy and Rachel in scene four, illustrates
the beginnings of the dialogue style for Insanities. The characters, Sally, a topless dancer,
and Kid, a young hustler, were the starting places for Rachel and Tommy.
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Sally: Shit. Mud
Kid: It rained.
Sally: Yeah Thanks.
Kid: What's the matter?
Sally: Do you have the time?
Kid: Well, no. Something wrong.
Sally: I need the time.
Kid: I don't have it.
Sally: Okay, then. (Looks up.)
Kid: Can you tell by...
Sally: I thought maybe. But no. I was never a Boy Scout.
Kid: Me neither.
Sally: Are you...
Kid: No.
Sally. Mmmmm.
Kid: You're sad.
Sally: No.
Kid: Liar
Sally: No.
Kid: Tell me the truth.
Sally: I don't know where I'm going.
Kid: In life, you mean
Sally: Tonight. My boyfriend kicked me out.
Kid: Oh. Why?
Sally: Do I know you? Should we be talking like this'^
Kid: Why not?
Sally: Would you care if your girlfriend danced in a club?
Kid: Would you care if your boyfriend sold his body for money?
Sally; Who's buying?
Kid: What sort of club?
Sally: Not a very nice one.
Kid: Lots of middle-aged men. The occasional closeted college guy.
Sally: Mmm. Wouldn't like it.
Kid: Couldn't say.
Sally: Does your girlfriend care?
Kid: No.
Sally: Getridof her.
Kid: Your boyfriend threw you out.
Sally: Uh-huh.
Joey: You loved him.
Sally: No.
Joey: And you're sad''
Sally: I don't know where I'm going.
Joey: Oh. Yeah.
14

Sally:
Joey:
Sally:
Joey:
Sally:
Joey:

Where are you going?
Tonight.
In life.
I'm blown. With the proverbial...
Wind.
Yeah.

Obviously, mid-way through the sketch. Kid became Joey, who eventually ended up
to be the convenience store clerk. This initial sketch, though, set the tone for the entire
script. Short, staccato, sometimes incomplete sentences, quirky actions (such as Sally
deciding to decipher the time by looking at the sun), short, jerky beats, and repetition
became the basis for all dialogue in the show.
In addition to the style, several very specific dialogue choices were made in order to
heighten the sense of character. Very few characters ever call each other by name. This is
to heighten the sense of isolation, as calling someone by name denotes bonding and
friendliness Also, a few "isms," specific phrases or sayings for individual characters, were
employed to further develop each character's speech pattems. For example, Rachel says
"Okay, then" in a state of irritation Gert is often impressed by things and says "Wow."
Again, specific attention to detail makes a whole with integrity.

The Songs
A song is a song is a song.. but a song in a stage musical is something
special It is a scene ...an extension of the libretto...a development of
character. - EY. Harburg (Guemsey 139)
It was clear from the beginning that, unlike most musicals, the book and music of
Insanities would have to be equal in weight. While it is the case in every well-crafted
musical that the book is the groundwork, most musicals tend to put much more emphasis
on the score. This writer felt that a score with twenty songs would hinder the
development of the book. Therefore, there seemed to be really only one aspect to be
15

addressed by the songs in a show like Insanities: character. There is not much story to be
developed within the framework of the songs, so practically all of the musical numbers
became moments in which the audience is allowed to learn about the characters; what they
think, how they feel, who they are. What follows is a brief discussion of the function of
each musical number.

"Shitty People"
Thefirstsong in a musical is the most crucial. It sets the tone for the entire show.
As Rachel is considered by the writer to be the central character, it stands to reason that
she would initiate the score. It reports Rachel's take on the world at this moment in time.
Taking into consideration that her breast was grabbed earlier, it is no wonder that what
she sings paints a dark and angry picture of society.
Just look around you,
It's everywhere.
It's on the sidewalk.
And in the air.
There's glass and garbage
And piss and spit.
The whole damn city
Has gone to shit!
And if you wonder
'How can this be?'
Well, come ask me.
Yeah, all I see are
Shitty people everywhere!
This crazy city full of shitty people!
"Happy Birthday to Me"
In this second number, the relationship between Nora and Tommy is developed.
Lyrics are thoughts in their heads, not heard by the other, much like "Twin Soliloquys"
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fi"om South Pacific. Nora sings line after line, describing Tommy's body, while Tommy is
more detached, singing about how cold the room is and what time it is.

"You DrinkA^ou Hate"
Another duet, this song establishes the ongoing conflict between Nora and her son
Joe. In order to bring to the forefront that there is more that is unsaid than spoken out
loud between them, the lead in to each stanza is lengthy, sustained, and repetitive. This is
further developed later, as there are no lyrics at the climax of the song. The end of the
song is not a resolution and is intended to leave the audience wanting more, as the
characters want more themselves.

"Beautifiil Girl"
This writer believed it would make no sense to have certain characters in Insanties
sing "I am" songs, as so much of their character hinges on either someone else, or what
they do. In order to illustrate Arliss' dependence on pomography, Arliss sings a love
ballad to a porn star in a magazine. This is to heighten the sense that he is disconnected
from what is immediately surrounding him and basically living in his own head, as he asks
the woman for her love.

"Being Me"
From its inception. Coco's number had to be an "I am" song. He is one of the few
characters with a strong enough sense of self to strut out and tell the audience, "This is
me."
Freak.
Maybe.
Faggot.
Sure.
17
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Side show.
I guess if you want
If that's what you see.
Honey, that's what you see.
Goof

Sort of
Screw up.
Yeah.
Flamer
Whatever you want.
Whatever you see.
Baby, I gotta be!
This is one of a few numbers that employs the use of pastiche. The music to "Being
Me" is bass-heavy, and calls on techno-pop rhythms in order to get into Coco's mind.
The bridge section of the number is a send-up of the Madonna hit "Vogue," in which
Coco lists euphemisms for "queer" in a rap-like chant:
Bent.
Homo.
Nancy.
Nellie.
Mary
Queen.
Fairy.
Gay.
Pink.
Daisy.
Fmitcake.
Pansy.
Prissy.

Giri.
Sissy.
Fay.
Dilly dude.
Mama's boy.
Bugger.
Mo.
Lord Fauntleroy.
18

Cream Puff.
Jackie.
Jocker
Frit.
Flower.
Foop.
And to a Brit:
Poofter.
Poove
Punk.
Flit.
"All the Time"
Another "I am" song, Joe's song is also a traditional list song in which Joe describes
what he goes through from day to day. The bridge is a reprise of materialfi'om"You
DrinkATou Hate," in order to illustrate that Joe is at least somewhat remorseful over the
state of his relationship with his mother. The lyrics are repetitious, restating "I'm
waiting," "I'm sitting," and "Something's gonna happen," pointing to both Joe's wishes
his life were different, but his lack of fortitude to get up and make it so.

"I Know You"
In Gert, there is also the need for some other song type than "I am." Gert's action in
the show is to get Joe. When he tries to tell her she cannot feel anything for him because
they do not know each other, Gert responds by essentially saying that they have always
been together, in her dreams.
I know you.
We've been together in my sleep.
Running on a beach.
Rolling in a field.
I know you.
I see you.
I see you anywhere I am.
19

Walking in the park.
Waiting on the bus.
And I think you can't be real.
That you must be just a dream.
Someone living in my head.
I feel your every breath.
Your touch is life and death.
Through the song, Gert becomes more and more introspective, almost blocking the
real Joe out as he lies wounded and handcuffed to her, in favor of the fantasy Joe in her
head.

"Things are Lookin' Up!"
Another pastiche, Nora's song is a mock choms number in which she convinces
herself she is okay, with a little help from the boys in smiley face T-shirts. On one level,
the song is campy and fun. On another level, it is brutal. The number is essentially an
alcohol induced hallucination. Nora is so depressed that there is no place to go but up. In
spite of the inherent sarcasm, the song seeks to provide an "up" moment as the cycle of
events spirals ever downwards.

"Somehow Maybe"
As mentioned before, thisfinalnumber provides a sense that there is room for hope
among the very prominent despair. Thefinalchord does not resolve, leaving the song
feeling open-ended and unfinished, as if it is up to someone else tofinishit.
This writer felt strongly the need to avoid "softening" Insanities with music at the
beginning or end of the show, or the excessive use of underscoring. Many things typically
expected of musicals, such as dance, a tidy ending, and romance, were avoided in an
attempt to remain true to the integrity of the work. Insanities, while intentionally funny.
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was never intended to be light. At the show's close, this writer hoped audience members
would leave moved, a bit disturbed, and yes, a bit hopeftil as well.
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CHAPTER HI
CONCLUSION
More often than not [writing for the musical theater has] become the
attempt to achieve the 'Broadway sound'~a sound I cannot bear. It's the
sound when the overture begins that's supposed to get the audience
excited. When 1 walk into a musical, which I rarely do anymore, I can't
bear the phony vitality of musicals... getting down to the footlights and
baring your teeth and wiggling your ass, all that phony energy which, when
it isn't phony, is great, but it's always phony now because it's trying to
recapture something that isn't there. - Leonard Bemstein (Zadan 391)

To the tastes of this writer, thefirstproduction of Insanities worked on many levels.
Much of the reason for this lies with the capable performers, director, producer, and
designer. Each of the seven actors achieved a high level of unity between themselves and
the character they were playing. Likewise, the director and designer both displayed an
understanding of the script that enabled a realization very close the author's vision. This
bringing together of like minds produced a work that was, indeed, far above this writer's
expectations of what the piece might be
A few points need addressing, as to what might better the piece in subsequent
productions This writer believes the piece succeeds too well in represenring a bleak
outlook on life. Insanities is, perhaps, too grim. It is much more so than was originally
intended. A possible remedy for this problem might be a stronger connection between
Rachel and Tommy in thefinalscene. A conscious choice made by each character to
reach out to one another would better represent that these two people are not willing to
continue their lives as they are. As the rest of the characters continue their downward
spiral, Rachel and Tommy must appear that they are, at least, going to try to get out of it.
As the most common question asked regarding the work has been "What did you mean by
the show?" this writer feels a necessity to clarify, through making clearer the need in
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Rachel and Tommy to connect, and to make evident their decisions to reach out to one
another
This writer also believes the character of Tommy needs a song. There was,
originally, a song entitled "Goin' Around," which was, essentially, a reprise of "Shitty
People." The music employed striking dissonance. The song was entirely too dark, and
was cut. However, its absence was felt, as all other characters have songs that help to
define who they are. This writer intends to pursue writing another song for the character.
In conclusion, this writer feels the wriring process and the production of Insanities
support the notion that musicals can indeed deal with serious, contemporary issues. In
addition, this production proves that the addition of music need not cheapen the value of
such issues and experiences by making the show frivolous, transcendent, or unrealistically
optimistic. Through the use of character songs, speech-like dialogue, and themes relevant
to today's audiences, musical theater can become timely and meaningflil again, while
remaining true to the same principles as traditional musical theater writing and instilling
contemporary ideologies into the fabric of contemporary musical theater.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS
Rachel, a waitress
Nora, a psychologist
Tommy, a male prostitute
Arliss, a pom addict
Coco, a drag queen
Joe, a convenience store clerk
Gert, a woman on roller skates
Time - now
Place - the city
The action is continuous. No intermission.
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SCENE 1
(Split scene: NORA'S office and
ARLISS and TOMMY'S apartment.
RACHEL is in therapy with NORA.
She holds a handgun. ARLISS lies
on the floor, wrapped in a blanket.)
RACHEL
(To the audience.)
Nora's office.
(To NORA.)
1 kicked a guy's balls.
NORA
You.
RACHEL
Yeah. Hard. He puked.
NORA
Hrn.
RACHEL
What?
NORA
W^y did you do that?
RACHEL
He grabbed my breast. He did. Just reached out and.
NORA
So you...
RACHEL
Yeah. It was a good shot. I've never had karate or anything.
NORA
What happened?
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RACHEL
He puked.
NORA
No. After that.
RACHEL
What I said. He puked. Again.
NORA
Then what?
RACHEL
He started screaming or... something. My boss fired me. Sometimes, I swear.
I want to hiut someone. Bad. Tortiu^e them.
(Becoming more animated with the
gun.)
People suck. I hate people.
NORA
Rachel!
RACHEL
What?
NORA
Could you...
R.ACHEL
What?
NORA
Will you put that down?
RACHEL
Oh. Oh! Shit. Oops. Yeah, I'm sorry. I'll just...
NORA
Just... anywhere.
RACHEL
Okay.
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RACHEL (cont.)
(Puts the gun down.)
Sorry.

NORA
It's fine.

RACHEL
No, realh. I'm—

NORA
No, it's fine.

RACHEL
Oh. Yeah. Okay, where were we?

NOR.A
You kicked a guy's balls.

RACHEL
Yeah.
(Silence.)
I kicked him hard. He puked.

NORA
How did kicking this man make you feel?
RACHEL
Really good. I mean, I was just working. Just doing my job, right? I mean.
He just... Fuck that. Sorry.
NORA
You can't just... kick someone. Violence... In our society, violence isn't an
acceptable way to show your frustrations.
RACHEL
Right.
NORA
We've discussed that.
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RACHEL
Right. Yeah, but his therapist never told him not to giab someone's breast.
NORA
Maybe he doesn't have a therapist.
RACHEL
He needs one. How muchrimedo we have left?
NORA
How do you think you could have handled the situation differently?
(RACHEL thinks for a long time.)
Rachel?
(NORA is writing in her book.)
RACHEL
WTiat's the point? I did it. I got fired.
NORA
The point is, maybe next time—
RACHLL
Are you writing all this down?
NORA
Yes.
RACHEL
You writing a book, or something? Am I gonna read my life story in some
clinical studies thing?
NORA
I'm not writing a book. These are my personal notes.
RACHEL
Anyway, I don't ever read. Except TV guide. I hate TV.
NORA
You hate lots of things.
RACHEL
Yeah.
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NORA
Should we talk about that?
RACHEL
WOiat I hate?
NORA
Sure. Or why.
R.ACHEL
Oh. Well, I don't know why. Isn't that your job?
NORA
.Anything.
RACHEL
It all just seems so unfair.
NORA
What?
(No answer.)
You know, the world is not a fair place. Rachel.
RACHEL
Just... I don't know. People suck.
NORA
Some people suck. Right? Breast grabbers, okay. They suck. Grandmothers,
no, they don't.
RACHEL
Did you know my grandmother?
NORA
No.
RACHEL
Okay, then.
NORA
I just mean that most people are not... You know, at their core... people are
basically—
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RACHEL
Wait.
(Music in.)
NORA
What.
RACHEL
No. Just.
NORA
What.
RACHEL
I DON'T GET A BIT,
THAT UP WITH PEOPLE SHIT;
THAT BASICALLY AS HUMANS
WE ARE GOOD.
WE LIE, WE CHEAT, WE TAKE,
AND GET JUST WHAT WE MAKE:
A BLOODY, CRUDDY MESS!
YEAH, DOCTOR,
WHAT'S SO GOOD?
JUST LOOK AROUND YOU,
IT'S EVERYWHERE.
IT'S ON THE SIDEWALK,
AND IN THE AIR.

THERE'S GLASS AND GARBAGE
AND PISS AND SPIT.
THE WHOLE DAMN CITY
HAS GONE TO SHIT!
AND IF YOU WONDER
'HOW CAN THIS BE?'
WELL, COME ASK ME.
YEAH, ALL I SEE ARE
SHITTY PEOPLE EVERYWHERE!
THIS CRAZY CITY FULL OF SHITTY PEOPLE!
SHITTY PEOPLE EVERYWHERE!
THIS CITY FULL OF PRETTY SHITTY
PEOPLE!
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NORA
Everyone.
RACHEL
Pretty much. Yeah.
NORA
Are you over-reacting a little? Maybe? You think?
RACHEL
He grabbed my breast!
NORA
Riglit, but.
RACHEL
No.
I LIVE MY LITTLE LIFE
AND BARELY GET A REST.
IT TAKES A LITTLE EFFORT
NOT TO GET DEPRESSED.
I WORKED A WORTHLESS JOB,
AND ALWAYS DID MY BEST,
AND AS I DID THIS CRAZY BASTARD.
(She stops.)
NORA
Rachel?
RACHEL
LOOK AROUND YOU!
IT'S ALL YOU SEE!
IT'S IN THE PAPERS,
AND ON TV.
WE SEE IT HAPPEN,
WE STOP AND STARE,
PRETEND WE CARE,
OR EVEN WORSE,
WE IGNORE IT'S THERE!
I HAVE NEWS!
THEY ARE THERE!
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RACHEL (cont.)
THOSE SHITTY PEOPLE, EVERYWHERE!
THIS CRAZY CITY FULL OF SHITTY PEOPLE!
THEY'RE ALWAYS THERE,
THOSE SHITTY PEOPLE EVERYWHERE.
YOU SCREAM AGAINST THEM
UNTIL YOU'RE BLUE.
AND THEN YOU NOTICE
IN YOUR OWN WAY,
(Spoken.) Not part of the solution, right? Part of the problem.
IN YOUR OWN WAY.
YOU'RE ONE TOO.
(Spoken.) Shit.
SHITTY PEOPLE, EVERYWHERE!
THIS CRAZY CITY FULL OF SHITTY PEOPLE!
SHITTY PEOPLE, EVERYWHERE!
THIS CITY FULL OF PRETTY SHITTY
PEOPLE!
DON'T TELL ME WE ARE GOOD,
WHEN DOCTOR, ALL I SEE...
SHITTY WORLD.
SHITTY PEOPLE,
SHITTY ME!
(There is silence for a bit.)
NORA
So How do you think you could've handled the situation differently.
(RACHEL thinks hard. We hear a
groan. Lights up on ARLISS. The
following is to the audience.)
ARLISS
Arliss and Tommy's apartment.
(He lies on the floor of his apartment
in his underwear, wrapped in a
blanket alternately groaning, and
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laughing. Surrounding him is an
array of pornographic materials and
junk food, including a case of jolt
cola, which he never stops drinking.
He compulsively snatches the phone
next to him on the floor and dials a
number. He mocks the recording he
hears.)
ARLISS
W e're sorry. You have reached a number that has been disconblahblahblahblah... Fuuuuuuuuuuck you!
(Dials another ntimber. NORA'S
phone rings.)
NORA
Oh. Oh, I... Sorry. I usually turnRACHEL
Get that.
NORA
No, you answer myRACHEL
Get that. 1 hate it when people do that. Get it.

ARLISS
Pick up!
NORA
You think of an answer to my question.
ARLISS
Pickuppickuppickuppickuppickuppickuppickup! Pick up!
(NORA answers the phone.)
NORA
Yes?
(ARLISS stays silent.)
Hello?
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(ARLISS can't keep from laughing.)
NORA (cont.)
Who is this?
ARLISS
W^e're sorry. You've reached a number that's been sucked up your ass!
(Makes sucking noises, then farts into
the phone. Laughs like hell. NORA
hangs up. Lights down on NORA
and RACHEL. TOMMY enters,
catching ARLISS with the phone.)
TOMMY
Hey! WTiat are you doing?
ARLISS
Uh...
TOMMY

WTiat are you doing";
(Grabbing ARLISS.)
ARLISS
Shit. Ow. Talkin to your mom!
TOMMY
Give me that.
(Snatches the phone and hangs up.
Holds up their phone bill.)
Do vou... Look at this. What is this?
ARLISS
Hey!
TOMMY
There are four digits in this number! Look! One, Two,
ARLISS
Ow!
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TOMMY
Three, Four.
ARLISS
OW^! Get off!
TOMMY
On the phone! How do you run up a bill like this? If you think I'm... I'm not
paying any of this!
(ARLISS breaks free of TOMMY'S
grasp.)
ARLISS
Getthefiickofftne!
TOMMY
What is wrong with you? You freak. Put some clothes on.
(ARLISS flashes him.)
God.
(ARLISS laughs.)
You're ill.
ARLISS
You're ill.
TOMMY
What have you done today? Huh? Other than watch video tapes and look at
this... Anything?
(No answer.)
1 work all day...
ARLISS
Work.
TOMMY
I make money! You don't. How are you gonna pay for this?
ARLISS
Did you get us something to eat?
(TOMMY tosses him some fast
food.)
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TOMMY
You owe me for that, too.
ARLISS
You work tonight?
TOMMY
Look, do you mind picking up a little?
(Looks at one of the pom mags.)
Good God. What is... My God!
ARLISS
What?
TOMMY
Look at her. You think she's... This turns you on?
ARLISS
Um... Yeah.
TOMMY
This stuff makes me sick.
ARLISS
You're the same as them.
TOMMY
Go to hell.
ARLISS
Do you work tonight?
TOMMY
Someone who lives here needs to make money. Yes. I work.
ARLISS
I'm getting a job tomorrow.
TOMMY
Oh, yeah?
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ARLISS
Yep.
TOMMY
Hmm.
ARLISS
I am. You wait.
TOMMY
I've been waiting.
ARLISS
Well, tomorrow's it.
TOMMY
WTiere? WTiere are you gonna get a job?
ARLISS
I don't know.
TOMMY
There you are. Check the paper.
(Silence.)
ARLISS
I got kicked really hard today.
TOMMY
You what?
ARLISS
In the balls. Hiut like a mutherfucker. I puked all over the place.
TOMMY
You lie.
ARLISS
1 swear! Bitch was a like a fuckin black belt or 1 don't know... I'll bet I'm
really fucked up now. Like, sterile, or...
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TOMMY
WTiat'd you do to her?
ARLISS
Nothin.
TOMMY
Some woman kicked you in the balls for no reason.
ARLISS
Yeah.
TOMMY
Okay. What time is it?
ARLISS
I didn't do anything to her.
TOMMY
I'm going.
(Starts to leave.)
Look. While I'm gone. Why don't you pack up your shit, and get the hell out
of my apartment?
ARLISS
Tommy.
TOMMY
Yeah. Since I'm paying for the place, I think I'd like it all to myself You
know.
ARLISS
Tommy. Tommy. Listen, man. I'm payin that. Hear me? I'm payin it. Okay?
Listen to me. I got nowhere to go, man. Where am I gonna go? I got nothin.
Are you—? Tommy!
TOMMY
I've got work.
ARLISS
Tommy!
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TOMMY
What? Do you have some reason I should change my mind? Ifyoudo, tell
me. I'm an open kind of guy. I'd like to hear it.
(Silence.)
ARLISS
1 got nowhere to go.
TOMMY
Check the paper.
(Exits.)
ARLISS
Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck! Fuck!
(Lights down on ARLISS. Back up
on RACHEL and NORA. They sit in
silence.)
NORA
Rachel.
RACHEL
What:
NORA
Are you... What are you thinking?
RACHEL
What time is it? Are we done?
NORA
After you got fired.
RACHEL
What?
NORA
What did you do?
RACHEL
I went to Sam's. Coco's.
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NORA
And?
RACHEL
1 don't feel like talking. Can I not talk? You talk for awhile.
NORA
Why don't you go?
RACHEL
Really?
NORA
Yeah.
RACHEL
Well. Okay.
(Gets up to go)
Um...
NORA
To the left. The elevators are down the hall and to the left.
RACHEL
Oh. Yeah, I remember now.
NORA
You remember how to get to the subway station.
RACHEL
Well, yeah. I always fmd it. Eventually.
NORA
Take a left when you exit the building.
RACHEL
Right.
NORA
Left.
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RACHEL
Oh, yeah. Well, I meant... I'll see you next week.
NOR.A
Mm-hmm.

RACHEL
Oh!
(Takes out money jar. She doesn't
have nearly enough.)
Well...
NORA
Rachel, we'll talk about it next time.
RACHEL
Okay. Yeah. Shit. Sorry. Bye.
(She leaves. Lights shift. We are on
the street now. RACHEL looks lost.
TOMMY enters, in another place.
NORA enters as her apartment is set
up. She and TOMMY exchange
glances. We are into the next
scene...)
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SCENE 2
(Split Scene: NORA'S apartment and
COCO'S apartment NORA and
TOMMY enter. NORA'S table is
set.)
NORA
(To the audience.)
Nora's apartment.
TOMMY
What's this?
NORA
Dinner. I wanted to do something special. You have time. Do you?
TOMMY
Well. Sure.
NORA
If you don't have time.,
TOMMY
I have time. I wasn't... I didn't expect..
NORA
You're worried about the money.
TOMMY
Oh. No, it'sNORA
Are you? I'll...
(Hands him some money from her
purse.)
Here.
TOMMY
1 wasn't worried.
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NORA
I was planning to pay you for... I'm embarrassed.
TOMMY
It's okay.
NORA
\ ou want a drink'!' Champagne?
TOMMY
Sure.
NORA
What. What would \ ou like?
TOMMY
WTiatever. What you're having.
NORA
Champagne.
TOMMY
Champagne.
NORA
Sit.
(She goes about getting the drinks.)
I had an awfiil day.
TOMMY
How's that?
NORA
Problems. Hearing them from everybody. Hours on end. Depressing.
(Drinks some champagne.)
Oh, this is yummy. What did you do all day?
(Laughs.)
No. I don't really want to hear. I was kidding.
(TOMMY tastes his champagne.)
TOMMY
It is very good.
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NORA
I'm glad you're here.
TOMMY
Me too.
NORA
Really.
TOMMY
Yeah.
NOR.A
It's my birthday
TOMMY
Happy birthday. I'm sorry your day was awful.
NORA
You see lots of girls, I assume. Much younger than me.
rOMMY
WTiy do > ou want to talk about them?
NORA
You're very beautiful. I know. 1 tell you that alot. You have very expressive
eyes. My Joey, my son, he has his father's eyes. Much like yours. I've missed
you.
(He kisses her. It gets passionate
very fast.)
Wait. Slow. Lef s be slow tonight. Can we?
TOMMY
It's your call.
(He tries again, slower. After a bit,
she begins to unbutton his shirt.)
What about dinner?
(She kisses him deeply. Music in.
She steps away. He begins to imdress
for her as she watches.)
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NORA
Go slow

SMOOTH,
THE BOY IS SMOOTH AS ALWAYS.
HARD.
HIS BODY CUT AND LINED,
RIGID, TRIM, DEFINED
MY HAND, HIS BUTT,
HIS HIPS,
HIS NECK, HIS CHEST,
MY LIPS...

COOL,
THE BOY IS COOL AND EASY.
WARM,
HIS FINGERS DIP AND PLEASE,
TICKLE, GLIDE AND TEASE.
HE IS WAY FAR FROM FREE,
BUT I LIKE WHAT I SEE.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME.
TOMMY
COLD,
THE ROOM IS COLD AS ALWAYS.
CLEAN,
EACH OBJECT POSED AND PLACED,
DUSTED, NEAT AND SPACED.
HER HAND, MY CHEST,
MY HEAD,
A CLOCK, THE TIME,
THE BED...
WARM,
THE WOMAN'S WARM AND EAGER.
SMOOIH,
HER BODY AGED BUT SLIM,
PLEASING, TONED AND TRIM.
r r S HER BIRIHDAY.
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TOMMY (cont.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY...
(The following is sung in
counterpoint.)
NORA
HIS CHEST AND ARMS,
LEGS AND ASS,
I LIKE, I LOVE THEM.
TOUCH, THEY'RE WARM,
KISS, THEY'RE WET,
1 LOVE,
HE LOOKS.
HE KNOWS,
HE LIKES IT,
W^ANTS TO KISS AND TOUCH
AND FEEL AND MAKE ME WARM,
WANTS rO MAKE ME LOVE,
I HATE HIM,
NO, I LOVE,
I NEED HIS CHEST,
HIS ARMS,
AND SKIN.
I WANT, I HOPE HE'LL STAY...
HE IS WARM.
FEEL HIM, WARM.
TOMMY
WARM,
SHE IS WARM,
KISS AND TOUCH,
HER BREAST CARRESSED MAKES HER
WARM
SHE LOVES.
SHE NEED MY CHEST,
MY ARMS,
MY LEGS,
MY ASS,
SHE LOVES THEM,
FEELS AND GROPES
AND LOVES AND WANTS
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TOMMY (cont.)
AND HOPES I'LL STAY.
SOMETIMES 1 THINK
IF ANOTHER NEEDY WOMAN SEES MY
DICK
I'M GONNA DIE.
IT'S HOW I LIVE.
I'LL GET BY.
NORA
COOL,
THE BOY IS COOL AND DISTANT.
STILL,
IF HE COULD HAVE HIS WAY,
I W^ONDER WHAT HE'D SAY...
TOMMY, STAY THE NIGHT.
rOMMY, PLEASE STAY.
TOMMY
We'll see.
NORA
Okay.
ANYWAY...
WHILE IT LASTS,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME.
(They climb into bed as the lights
fade. RACHEL and COCO are
smoking pot and eating twinkies.)
RACHEL
(To the audience.)
Sam's apart- Coco's apartment.
(To COCO, as she tries to take the
joint.)
Gimme that. Pig.
COCO
Hello. 'May I please have a turn?'
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RACHEL
May 1 please have a turn?
COCO
W by. > es you may.
RACHEL
Thanks much. Pig.
(They laugh.)
COCO
Bitch.

RACHEL
Faggot.

COCO
Fag hag.

RACHEL
Uh-uh.

COCO
Faaaaaaaaaag Haaaaaaaaaaaag.

RACHEL
I don't like that.

COCO
Too bad.

RACHEL
Take it back.
(COCO covers his mouth.)
Sammy!

(COCO gives her a dirty look.)

Whatever.

(Silence. COCO takes a twinkie.)

That is your last one.
COCO
Stingy.
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RACHEL
You always eat them all. Buy your own.
(She goes about gathering her
twinkies. He hands her one that has
been inadvertantly smashed.)
RACHEL (cont.)
Hey! No fair.
(They laugh at the twinkie for awhile.
Rachel puts it in the box.)
COCO
Are you gonna eat that?
RACHEL
It'll still taste good. There were only ten in here.
COCO
You give me that. Right now.
(They fight. He wins. The brawling
triggers a coughing fit.)
RACHEL
.Are you okay*^
(He nods.)
I only have five left! You big hog. You won't gain a poimd, either. Swiss
Mocha. French Vanilla. Whatever. Coco.
COCO
Thank you.
RACHEL
Until next month.
COCO
Hateful.
(They hug.)
RACHEL
Have you been to a doctor?
(Silence.)
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COCO

What?

RACHEL

Nothing.

(They are still touching. She tries to
kiss him.)
COCO
Hev!
RACHEL

Sorry. Shit.

COCO
WhatRACHEL
I'm sorry. I don't know what... Shit. Sorry.
COCO
Freak.
(Silence.)
RACHEL
Oh, God. I got fired.
COCO
Poor baby.
RACHEL
What are you doing tonight?
COCO
You've got therapy.
RACHEL
Not all night.
COCO
I'll call you.
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RACHEL
You will not. Ifyou're going out just say so. Are you?
COCO
Moi?

RACHEL
Are you getting dressed up like a freak and going out with your loser friends?
(COCO tries to take the joint.)
COCO
Gimme that back.
RACHEL
Too late.
COCO
Give it!
RACHEL
All gone.
(He violentiy grabs the joint.)
Ow. Sammy!
COCO
Don't call me that. Yes, I'm going out. Yes, I'm getting laid. Maybe more than
once. Maybe getting whipped, spanked, or shit on. Yes, I'm dropping,
snorting, shooting all kinds of stuff. Yes, you can go fuck yourself if you don't
like it.
RACHEL
1 only asked if you were going out.
COCO
Yes, I'm going out.
RACHEL
Okay, then.
(She gets up.)
COCO
Leaving?
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RACHEL
I'm walking today.
COCO
You're what?
RACHEL
It's straight across the park.
COCO
It's a big park.
RACHEL
I'll be fine.
COCO
Okay.
RACHEL
Have fun tonight. Have lots and lots of fim.
COCO
1 plan on it.
RACHEL
Good!
(RACHEL starts to leave, then
returns and gives him a hug.)
You're from hell.
(She leaves. Lights out on COCO.
NORA and TOMMY are in bed.
NORA is awake. TOMMY wakes
up.)
NORA
Hey, sleepy.
TOMMY
What time is it?
NORA
Not too late.
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(TOMMY gets up.)
NORA (cont.)
Are you leaving?
TOMMY

Yeah. I've got

1 need to get home.
NORA

Oh.
TOMMY
Do vou have a clock or.
NORA
Y'ou don't have to.
TOMMY

What?
NORA
Go. I mean if you want to... you can...
TOMMY
I really... I can't.
(Looking for his clothes.)
NORAi
Do you have someone else to meet?
TOMMY
WTiy do you want to know that?
NORA
It's just a question,
TOMMY
1 don't want to answer that.
NORA
Why? I don't really care. I just wondered.
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TOMMY
I have an appointment later.
NORA
Do you know her?
TOMMY
Do I know her?
NORA
Is she... Do you see her like you see me?
TOMMY
WTiy do you complicate this? This is a very simple thing we do here.
NORA
Simple for you, you mean.
TOMMY
Okay. Sure.
NORA
Don't dismiss me. Don't yon do that.
TOMMY
1 don't have any small bills. 1 want to get a cab.
NORA
There's a ten in my purse.
(He takes the bill from her purse.)
Just the ten.
TOMMY
! hanks.
NORA
1 want to see you again.
TOMMY

You know where to fmd me.
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NORA
Would that be alright with you?
TOMMY
Yes. I will see you again, if you want.
NORA

Do you want to?

lOMMY

Yes.

NORA

Is that the truth?

TOMMY
Yes.
(Sileiice. He leaves.)
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SCENE 3
(Various places around the city. JOE
sits behind the counter at work.
ARLISS is at home. The following is
to the audience.)
JOE
Gas N' Goods.
(ARLISS dials a number at random.
JOE'S phone rings. JOE answers it.)
Gas N' Goods.
ARLISS
Cocksucker.
(Hangs up. Pushes redial. JOE'S
phone rings. He picks it up.)
JOE
Hello?
(Suppressed laughter from ARLISS.)
Who is this?
ARLISS
Cocksucker!
(Hangs up. Pushes redial. JOE'S
phone rings. JOE hesitates, then
picks it up.)
JOE
What do you want?
(ARLISS laughs out loud.)
ARLISS
COCKSUCKER!!!
JOE
FUCK YOU!
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(ARLISS collapses into fits of
laughter. GERT enters on roller
skates.)
JOE (cont.)
Prank.
GERT
I hate that.
JOE
Yeah.
(Silence.)
Can I help you?
GERT
You got... um... some aspirin?
JOE
To your right.
GERT
Thanks.

(Throughout the scene GERT
surreptitiously watches JOE. COCO
enters with a super coke, dressed for
the evening. ARLISS spots him out
his window. He laughs. COCO
looks up, trying to find the source of
the laughter. ARLISS makes kissing
noises at him.)
ARLISS

Pretty. Pretty.
(COCO ignores him. Takes a long
sip of his coke.)
Hey, I got somethin for you to suck on, baby. Hey. Hey.
(COCO looks up.)
COCO
What?
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ARLISS
Hey, do you suck dick? Mmmmm. Yeah, baby. Mmmmm. Ooooh, yeah.
(COCO pulls the gun.)
Freak!
COCO
\'ou shut up. Right now.
(Points the gun at ARLISS.)
ARLISS
Baby, baby. Yeah. Ooooh, yeah. Suck it good! Come on! Come on!
COCO
NOW!
(Fires at ARLISS, who ducks.)
ARLISS
Shit!
COCO
You wanna suck on something.'
(He runs out.)
ARLISS
Oh, shit. Oh, shit.
JOE
Did you find it?
GERT
Huh?
JOE
The aspirin. Did you.
GERT
Um... What kind do you use?
JOE
I... I don't know. Just the... The regular.
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GERT
Okay.
JOE
Um...
GERT
Okay.
JOE
The generic... you know...
GERT
Uh-huh. How come you're not protected?
JOE
WTiat do you mean?
GERT
Well, this area, right?
JOE
Yeah.
GERT
It's... um... you could get hurt. I saw one guy once, he had this um... glass.
Real thick glass around him. Right?
JOE
Yeah. They can only afford that in the better areas.
GERT
They don't need them as much there.
JOE
I was trying to... I was making a joke. Get it?
(GERT smiles.)
GERT
Oh. Yeah.
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JOE
Good. Will that be alP
GERT
Huh?
JOE
The aspirin. Will there be anything else?
GERT
Um... Diet coke. I'm on a diet.
JOE
Okay. Over there. Well, fountain or...
GERT
Yeah. I hate the bottles.
JOE
Okay. Over there.
GERT
Do you want one"^
JOE
Oh, no. I drink a lot. Too much. I've had two big ones already.
GERT
Wow.

JOE
Yeah.
(Lights back up on ARLISS as he
crouches on the floor. COCO is
banging on the door. The door flies
open. COCO enters and charges
ARLISS.)
COCO
You want to fiick with me?
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ARLISS
Shit!
COCO
You want to?
ARLISS
Oh, shit! Oh, Jesus! Oh, Jesus!
COCO
I could kill you. I could fucking kill you!
ARLISS
...no...
COCO
Open your mouth.
ARLISS
No.
COCO
Open your mouth!
(Sticks the gun in ARLISS'S mouth.)
You like that? You like that in there? Close your lips. Do it! Now. Up and
down. Yeah. Up and down. Mmm-hmm. You like it? Say you like it. Say
you like it.
ARLISS
1 like it.
COCO
What? I can't understand that.
ARLISS
I...
COCO
What? What?
ARLISS
I like it. I LIKE IT!
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(COCO lets him go.)
COCO
Faggot.
(ARLISS charges COCO. They fight.
NORA enters the store. ARLISS
ends up with the gun and chases
COCO out.)
NORA
Surprise.
JOE
Mother. Your birthday.
(GERT bolts with the aspirin and
coke.)
Hey! Shit! She just... Did you see that?
NORA
Sorry. What did she take? I'll pay for it.
JOE
No. No, mom.
NORA
I'm sorry.
JOE
No. Happy birthday.
NORA
You forgot. It's okay. I brought cake.
JOE
MomNORA
Chocolate. It's not very clean in here.
JOE
It rained.
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NORA
I'll sweep.
JOE
Mother. You don't have to do that.
NORA
It's okay. I want to.
(As she sweeps.)
How are things?
JOE
Give me that.
I'll do it.

(Takes the broom.)

How are-

NORA

Things are fine.

JOE

NORA

School?

JOE

I dropped out.

NORA

Again?

JOE

It's all bullshit.

NORA

Joe-

JOE

It's true.

(Silence. Joe continues to sweep.)
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NORA
WTiat about Amy?

JOE
What about her?

NORA
How is she?

JOE
I don't know. Okay? I haven't seen her.

NORA
You never give anything a chance.

JOE
WTiat would you know about that?

NORA
I'll cut you some cake.

JOE
I don't want any cake. I don't like cake.

NORA
Since when?

JOE
Since now.

NORA
Okay.

JOE
Mom.

NORA
What is it? Joe. What?
JOE
What are you doing here?
(Silence. Then, he sings.)
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JOE (cont.)
SHE DRINKS.
NORA
HE THINKS IT'S ALL MY FAULT.
JOE
IT IS.
IT IS.
NORA
IT'S HIS OPINION I FAILED.
JOE
DADDY LEFT,
MOTHER CRIED.
JOEY DIED A LITTLE.
NORA
MOTHER DIED, TOO.
WHAT COULD I DO?
I LOVED HIM.
I LOVE YOU.
1 wanted...
JOE
What.
NORA
To see you. To talk.
JOE
About what?
NORA
I don't know. Anything. Ijust...
JOE
You just.
NORA
I didn't want to be alone tonight.
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JOE
It's not my fault you're alone on your birthday.
NORA
W^ell it is. Sort of Your fault. Mine, too, butJOE
Yours. It's yoiu- fault.
NORA
Joey—
JOE
Don't. No. Not Joey. Not to you. Not anymore.
NORA
HE HATES.
JOE
SHE WAITS FOR ME TO BEND.
NORA
HE WON'T.
HE WON'T.
JOE
I DON'T BELIEVE THAT I CAN.
NORA
DADDY LEFT,
MOTHER TRIED.
SHE DENIED SHE MADE HIM.
JOE
JOEY MUST LIVE.
NORA
JOEY, FORGIVE.
JOE
I LOVED HIM.
I...
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NORA
I LOVE YOU.
I...
(Unsung refrain.)
JOE
YOU DRINK.
NORA
YOU HATE.
I THINK...
(She starts to go.)
JOE
Wait...
NORA
Yes. Joe?
(He doesn't answer. Lights down on
JOE as NORA returns to her office.
RACHEL is sitting in NORA's chair
with the gun. To the audience.)
Nora's office. Earlier.
RACHEL
Hi.
NORA
Where were you?
RACHEL
1 got lost.
NORA
Surprise.
RACHEL
I know.
NORA
Ever thought about getting a compass?
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RACHEL
I wouldn't know how to use it.

NORA
W^ell. Tick, tick.

RACHEL
There was this guy in the park.

NORA
Yes*^
RACHEL
He thought I wanted to have sex with him. I mean, he thought I wanted to.
buy sex from him.
NORA
Hm.
RACHEL
WTio would do that? 1 would never do that. That's gross.
NORA
How has your week been?
RACHEL
Oh. Well... Not good.
NORA
Why?
(Long pause.)
RacheP
(Long pause.)
RACHEL
I kicked a guy's balls.
NORA
You.,
RACHEL
Yeah. Hard. He puked.
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(Lights out on NORA and RACHEL
as they rise on ARLISS re-entering
his apartment. He has the gim now.
He falls to the floor, laughing,
reveling in his victory. The laughing
dies down. He starts rummaging
through his pomography. Music in.)
ARLISS
(Singing to the magazine.)

000...
BEAUTIFUL GIRL,
DO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU DO TO ME?
BEAUTIFUL GIRL,
YOU HAVE TAUGHT ME WHAT LOVE IS
ABOUT.
1 DON'T HAVE LOTS OF MUSCLES,
AND MY FACE AIN'T SO HOT.
BUT GIRL,YOU MAKE ME WANT YOU.
BABE, I LIKE WHAT YOU GOT.
BABY, GIVE ME YOUR LOVE,
BEAUTIFUL GIRL.
OOO...

SHOW^ ME LOVE.
SHOW ME HOT.
SHOW ME SKIN.
BABY, BE GOOD TO ME.
GIVE ME LOVE.
GIVE ME YOU.
SAY I'M HOT.
SAY IT AGAIN,
AND AGAIN,
AND AGAIN,
AND AGAIN,
GIVE ME LOVE,
BABY LOVE,
BABY NOW,
BABY TONIGHT,
BABY ME,
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ARLISS (cont.)
BABY NOW,
BABY BE GOOD,
BABY AGAIN
AND AGAIN,
AND AGAIN,
AND AGAIN,
BABY LOVE,
BABY HOT
BABY NOW.
SHOW ME LOVE,
BEAUTIFUL GIRL,
SHOW ME LOVE.
MAKE ME LOVE.
MAKE ME HOT.
MAKE ME WANT
AGAIN AND AGAIN,
GIVE ME LOVE
SHOW ME LOVE,
MAKE ME LOVE.
I DON'T HAVE LOTS OF MUSCLES,
AND MY FACE AIN'T SO HOT.
BUT GIRL,YOU MAKE ME WANT YOU.
BABE. 1 LIKE WHAT YOU GOT.
BABY, GIVE ME YOUR LOVE,
BEAUTIFUL GIRL.
(Lights fade as they rise on a park
bench...)
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SCENE 4
(A park bench. TOMMY sits,
waiting.)
TOMMY
(To the audience.)
A park bench.
(RACHEL enters, stepping in
something. She's lost.)
RACHEL
Shit. Mud. (Sitting.) Sorry.
TOMMY
It rained.
RACHEL
Yeah. Thanks.
TOMMY
What's the matter?
RACHEL
Do you have the time?
TOMMY
No. Something wrong.
RACHEL
I need the time.
TOMMY
I don't have it.
RACHEL
Okay, then.
(She takes out a box of twinkies and
chows.)
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TOMMY
Those are really bad for you.
RACHEL
WTiat? Huh?
TOMMY
Those are trash.
RACHEL
Oh. Yeah. I guess. Do I...?
TOMMY
What?
RACHEL
Nothing.
(Continues eating.)
TOMMY
You're killing yourself
RACHEL
I'll eat the whole box if I want.
(TOMMY throws the box of
twinkies.)
What are you doing?
TOMMY
I'm saving you.
RACHEL
You fuck.
(Goes to get twinkies. He watches
her pick them up and put them back
in he box one by one. She crosses
back to the bench.)
TOMMY
You gonna eat those?
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RACHEL
They're wrapped.
TOMMY
I don't think you should.
RACHEL
I don't want to talk to you.
TOMMY
You talked to me first.
(She glares at him.)
Okay.
(They sit in silence for a very long
time. TOMMY eventually begins to
move closer to her.)
Do you think we ought to—
RACHEL
What? Do I think we ought to what?
TOMMY
1 don't know what you want.
RACHEL
For what?
TOMMY
Did you not come here to... Are you not here for me?
RACHEL
Oh, isn't that just like a man. I want you? I'm here for you, is that it?
TOMMY
Well, I don't know. Are you?
RACHEL
You... You make me ill.
TOMMY
I think76

RACHEL
Iwantyou"^ There isn't enough me. 1 want too many. Guys from all over.
(Takes out a jar of bills and change.)
Nice group, huh^ They give me ten, twenty bucks for my tight little shorts, my
tit hugging shirt. "1 want you. You make me hot. Ooooo." Fuck them. Fuck
them.
(Long silence.)
You're kind of good looking. No, I'm sorry. I mean- yes, you're good looking.
You're more than good looking. You're very...good looking. Shit. Sorry. I
don't normally... Shit.
TOMMY
I'v e got—
RACHEL
Are you gay?
TOMMY
WTiRACHEL
Nothing against them. I dated one. But...?
TOMMY
I'm not gay.
RACHEL
I can tell. I can always tell. Would you like a twinkie? They're good. Yum.
TOMMY
I think maybe...
RACHEL
What.
TOMMY
I gotta go.
RACHEL
Oh. Okay. Yeah. Go ahead. Love 'ya.
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TOMMY
Yeah.
RACHEL
See you around. Bye, now.
TOMMY
Bye.
(He leaves.)
RACHEL
Shit.
(She sits for awhile. GERT
rollerskates in. She circles
RACHEL.)
What?
(No answer.)
What do > ou want?
(GERT sits on the bench and eyes the
twinkies.)
Do you want something? You want money?
(No answer.)
Freak.
(GERT takes her picture.)
Oh, veah. Fuh-reak!
(No answer.)
Why don't you... 1 was here first. I'd like this bench to myself You hear me?
I said do you hear me?
GERT
(Flaming.)
1 HEARD YOU!
(She grabs RACHEL'S twinkies and
bolts. RACHEL screams in rage.)
RACHEL
Hey! You bitch!
(Loud music. COCO enters and talks
to the orchestra.)
COCO
Loud, babies. With fire!
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c o c o (cont.)
(He sings.)
FREAK.
MAYBE.
FAGGOT.
SURE.
SIDE SHOW.
I GUESS IF YOU WANT.
IF THAT'S W^HAT YOU SEE,
HONEY, THAT'S WHAT YOU SEE.
GOOF.
SORT OF.
SCREW UP.
YEAH.
FLAMER.
WHATEVER YOU WANT.
WHATEVER YOU SEE,
BABY, 1 GOTTA BE!
BUT I SURE AS HELL AIN'T BORING,
AND 1 AIN'T LIKE NO ONE ELSE.
I AM HIP AND COOL AND GROOVY TO A T!
I AM LOUD AND I'M IGNORING
ANY BASTARD WHO WOULD SAY
I'M A FREAK, A FAGGOT, SIDE SHOW,
SCREW
UP!
HEY!
I'M BEING ME!
HONEST AND OPEN AND UNAFRAID
OF BEING ME!
OPEN, EMPOWERED AND PROUD TO BE
BEING ME!
WE ARE NOT HERE LONG ENOUGH
TO FUCK AROUND,
WORRYING WHO WE ARE,
AND HOW AND WHY.
NO, IT AIN'T SO LONG UNTIL
WE'RE IN THE GROUND,
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c o c o (cont.)
I'M GONNA LIVE MY LIFEMY LIFEBEFORE I DIE!
I'M GONNA BE ME!
I'M GONNA BE ME!
(Chanting.)
BENT.
HOMO.
NANCY.
NELLIE.
MARY.
QUEEN.
FAIRY.
GAY.
PINK.
DAISY.
FRUITCAKE.
PANSY.
PRISSY.
GIRL.
SISSY.
FAY.
DILLY DUDE.
MAMA'S BOY.
BUGGER.
MO.
LORD FAUNTLEROY
CREAM PUFF.
JACKIE.
JOCKER.
FRIT.
FLOWER.
FOOP
AND TO A BRIT:
POOFTER.
POOVE.
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c o c o (cont.)
PUNK.
FLIT.
BEING ME!
BRASSY, DEFIANT, AND UNASHAMED
OF BEING ME!
DARING AND FLASHY AND PROUD TO BE
BEING ME!
(He has a coughing fit.)
WELL, THE PREACHER MEN ARE
SCREAMING
THAT WE REAP THE SEEDS WE SOW,
THAT OUR TICKET STRAIGHT TO HELL'S A
GUARANTEE.
AND THE PREACHER MEN ARE CREAMING
AT THE CHANCE TO LET US KNOW
THAT WE'RE GONNA BURN FOREVER.
MAYBE NOT, OR MAYBE SO,
ALL I KNOW IS WHEN I DIE, I'M GOING MY
WAY,
SOMETIME EVERYONE WILL GO!
SO HONEY, GIVE ME PINK CHAMPAGNE IN
MY

I.v.!
BEING ME!
BEING ME!

GO ON AND THROW A NAME,
IT'S JUST A WORD.
I'LL THROW ONE BACK,
AND FLY THE BIRD.
I TAKE IT ALL IN STRIDE.
IT'S BEEN ONE HELL OF A RIDE,
AND YOU WILL NOT SAY I HAVE DIED
NOT BEING ME!
BEING ME!
BEING ME!
ME!
ME!
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COCO (cont.)
ME!
ME!
ME!
ME!

(COCO drinks in the applause.)
RACHEL
What... um...

COCO
>'eah.

RACHEL
Hi.

COCO
You're lost.

RACHEL
Yeah. That woman took my twinkies.
COCO
You know, you're gonna get yourself killed. Getting lost here. One of these
days, you're gonna—
RACHEL
Okay. Alright? I know it.
COCO
Yeah.
RACHEL
Or, you know what? One of these days I'll make it somewhere on my own just
fine. Things will never be the same, either.
COCO
Okay.
RACHEL
Really.
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COCO
1 said okay.
RACHEL
No, really!
COCO
Okay!
(Silence. Rachel tries to figure out
which way to go.)
^'ou need to go east.

RACHEL
Huh?

COCO
East. To therapy.

RACHEL
Thanks. Thanks a lot. East. Let's see.
COCO
That way.
RACHEL
Oh, yeah! East!
(RACHEL'S back is tumed. ARLISS
enters behind them. He points the
gun at COCO.)
ARLISS
Hey!
(COCO screams. ARLISS is pleased
with himself until RACHEL turns
and it registers who she is.)
RACHEL
You!
ARLISS
Shit!
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(He drops the gim and makes a nm
for it. RACHEL stops him and drags
him back. COCO bolts. RACHEL
proceeds to pound ARLISS.)
ARLISS (cont.)
Oh, shit! Oh, shit! Oh, shit! Oh, shit!
RACHEL
>oushit! You shit! You shit! You shit! I got fired! You got me fired!
ARLISS
Oh, shit! Oh, shit! Oh, shit!
RACHEL
You're not such the big man now, huh?
(She grabs his nipple and twists like
hell. He screams in agony. She
contrives some bizarre karate-like
move and flattens him.)
ARLISS
You bitch! I'm gonna fuckin... sue \ our ass! Fuck!
(RACHEL puts the gun in his face.)
RACHEL
You're gonna do what?
(He wets himself)
ARLISS
Oh. Oh.
RACHEL
You...
(She takes the gim and leaves.
ARLISS lays in pain for some time.
TOMMY enters, lost.)
TOMMY
What the hell are you doing?
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ARLISS
Um... nothin.
TOMMY
You look like shit.
(TOMMY exits. ARLISS remains on
the groimd, laughing, then makes his
way out.)
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SCENE 5
(Split scene: Headlights and Gas N'
Goods. COCO is browsing the
store.)
COCO
Gas N'Goods. Night. Late.
(JOE'S phone rings. He looks at it
suspiciously and then answers it.
ARLISS laughs. JOE hangs up,
disgustedly. COCO looks up.)
JOE
What are you lookin at?
(Lights shift. He sings.)
DAYS AND NIGHTS RUN TOGETHER.
I WORK AS MANY HOURS AS I CAN.
DEAL WITH THE CUSTOMERS
WHO STEAL ALL THE MERCHANDISE.
MAKE EXCUSES.
LIVE ALONE, FRIENDS ARE FAMILY.
REJECT MY MOTHER ANY CHANCE I GET.
GRIEVE FOR THE GIRLS WHO UP
AND LEAVE WHEN IT'S NOT SO GOOD
MAKE EXCUSES,
MAKE EXCUSES...
AND ALL THE TIME I'M WAITING,
AND ALL THE TIME I SIT,
AND ALL THE TIME FM THINKING
SOMETHING'S GONNA HAPPEN.
SOMETHING'S GOTTA HAPPEN PRETTY
SOON.
AND I SMOKE A CIGARETTE,
DOWN ANOTHER COKE,
FUCK A COUPLE GIRLS,
IN THE MEANTIME.
I HAVE ANOTHER BEER,
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JOE (cont.)
GET A LITTLE STONED,
IN THE MEANTIME,
AND ALL THE TIME I'M SITTING,
AND ALL THE TIME I'M SAYING
SOMETHINGS GOTTA HAPPEN,
SOMETHING HAS TO HAPPEN SOON.
I'M BORED.
CHRONICALLY BORED.
AMY LEFT,
MOTHER DRINKS.
JOEY THINKS HE'S DYING.
NO, THAT'S NOT TRUE.
JOE'LL GET THROUGH THE MEANTIME.
I'LL GO SEE A MOVIE,
OR WATCH SOME MORE T.V.,
SCARF SOME JUNK FOOD,
SMOKE ANOTHER JOINT,
DROP SOME ACID,
GET A LITTLE DRUNK,
GET A BLOWJOB,
LAY A LITTLE PIPE,
IN THE MEANTIME,
WHILE I'M WAITING,
IN THE MEANTIME...
SOMETHING'S GONNA HAPPEN.
SOMETHING'S GOTTA HAPPEN PRETTY
SOON.
AND I WORK ANOTHER SHIFT,
FUCK A COUPLE GIRLS,
GET A LITTLE STONED,
DOWN ANOTHER COKE,
WORK ANOTHER SHIFT,
FUCK A COUPLE GIRLS,
GET A LITTLE DRUNK,
DROP SOME ACID,
GET A BLOWJOB,
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JOE (cont.)
EAT SOME JUNK FOOD,
WORK,
FUCK,
SMOKE,
EAT,
WHILE I'M WAITING,
AND I'M WANTING,
AS I'M SITTING
ALL THE TIME!
(COCO approaches the counter with
some candy and condoms. Hhe
smiles.)
JOE
Howyadoin'
COCO
Good. \'ou?
JOE
Good.
COCO
Good.
JOE
This all?
COCO
Mm-hm. No wait. Cigarettes. Generic. The menthol. (Beat.) Please.
JOE
Anything else?
COCO
That's it.
JOE
You do a show or something.
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coco
No.
JOE
Oh. W^ell... the... you know. You goin to a party?
COCO
No.
JOE
Okav. W^ell.
(COCO exits. The phone rings again,
this time only once. JOE sits, looking
at it, waiting for it to ring again.
GERT enters. She walks aroimd the
store, pretending to look at things, all
the while eyeing JOE when she can.)
Look, are... Hey.
(She walks up and puts a handful of
money on the counter.)
GERT
For that stuff Earlier.
JOE
Okay. Thanks.
GERT
There's more than what I owe. But you keep the rest.
JOE
No, it's... That's okay. I'll give you change.
GERT
I got scared.
JOE
It's okay.
GERT
I do that sometimes. I... freak, or...
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JOE
Yeah. I get ya.
GERT
I know.
JOE
Here \ ou go.
(Hands her the change. In an instant,
she handcuffs herself to him.)
Lh.
(She smiles. Lights up on ARLISS as
he waits to be served.)
ARLISS
(To the Audience.)

Headlights. Limch.

(He waits. RACHEL enters.)
RACHEL

Hi.

ARLISS
Hi.
RACHEL
W^ould > ou like something to drink'
ARLISS
Beer.
RACHEL
Okay.
ARLISS
And a menu.
RACHEL
Oh. Yeah. Right. Sorry.
ARLISS
Nice Headlights.
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RACHEL
What?
ARLISS
I like the shirts here.
RACHEL
Oh. Well, good.
ARLISS
Can I buy one?
RACHEL
Um... no. They're kind of like uniforms, so...
ARLISS
I collect stuff. Like that.
RACHEL
We don't sell them.
ARLISS
Does anyone?
RACHEL
I don't know. I can ask. I'll bring that beerrightout.
ARLISS
Thanks. Babe.
RACHEL
Sure.

(RACHEL exits. ARLISS waits for a
longtime. RACHELretums.)

Yeah. They're like, uniforms, so.
ARLISS
So?
RACHEL
You can't buy them.
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ARLISS
Anywhere?
RACHEL
Well... where else would you buy one?
ARLISS
1 don't know. Are you sure? Could you ask again?
RACHEL
What for?
ARLISS
Just... I collect stuff like that.
RACHEL
W^ell, I'm really sorry. The only people who get these are the people that work
here.
ARLISS
I'll buy yours.
RACHEL
I'm wearing mine.
ARLISS
So.
RACHEL
So, what would 1 wear?
ARLISS
Your shorts. Be Headlights for real, then. Right? Headlights?
RACHEL
I'm not... SirARLISS
Can't you ask again for me?
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RACHEL
Look, why don't you take one of these napkins with our logo to one of those
little, you know, t-shirt places on the street and have them blow it up and
stencil it on for you.
(Big pause. ARLISS looks like he is
going to laugh.)
What?
ARLISS
Notliin. So, you want me to get it blown?
RACHEL
It's not legal, but he\'. you'll have a damn shirt!
ARLISS
Where are these places at?
RACHEL
They're all over.
ARLISS
I can just walk in and get it blown, no questions asked.
RACHEL
Maybe not everywhere, but—
ARLISS
Who blows?
RACHEL
What? Who do you think?
ARLISS
Would you go with me?
RACHEL
No! Look, are you gonna order*!
ARLISS
No menu.
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RACHEL
Shit! Sorrv.
(Starts out.)
ARLISS
And beer.
RACHEL
Shit!
(She leaves. TOMMY enters the
store.)

Hows it goin?

JOE

Fine. You'

TOMMY

JOE

Um... good, yeah.

TOMMY
Good.
GERT
Hi.
(Silence. TOMMY picks out some
chips and goes to the counter. He
notices the handcuffs.)
TOMMY
Is everything... Are you okay?
GERT
(Flaming.)
Who are you, the fucking police?
TOMMY
No.

(GERT pulls the gun on him.)
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GERT

Then get out!

TOMMY
Okay . Okay.
(He leaves with the chips.)
I'll pay for those, too.

GERT

Um... Look.

JOE

Yes.

GERT

JOE
I'm tryin' real hard to be calm here, but... You know... What the hell are you
doing?
GERT
Well, what does it look like?
JOE
Who are you, again? I mean, other than the crazy person who ran off with
some aspirin and a super coke without paying? I'm having a hard time placing(GERT reaches into her bag and pulls
out a photo book. It is filled with
pictures of JOE.)
JOE
What...
GERT
This is when we were on the bus. Couple weeks ago. This is when we sat in
the park for five hours last week doing nothing at all. That was really nice.
This is when six months ago we went to your mother's house uptown and
stayed for twenty minutes and left real mad. We haven't gone back since, huh?
JOE
Where is the key for these?
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GERT

Uh-uh.

JOE
Yes. Listen to me. WTiere is the key?
GERT

I have it.

JOE
Good. Will youGERT
No.

JOE
LookGERT
No. Sorry. No.
JOE
I'm gonna... I'm just gonna make a call...
(Picks up the phone. GERT points
the gun at him.)
GERT
You're not. Put it down. Joe. Put it down.
(He does.)
Thank you, Joe. This is when you were walking home and it was hot and you
took off your shirt. I had that one enlarged. Very nice, Joe.
JOE
Thanks.
GERT
This is you and that girl. From school.
JOE
Yeah.
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GERT
We're better off without her.
JOE
Yeah.
(Lights fade on them. RACHEL
retums)
RACHEL
Your beer. Your menu.
ARLISS
Thanks.
(As RACHEL bends over to put the
beer down, ARLISS reaches up, puts
his hand on her breast and squeezes.)
RACHEL
You!
(RACHEL grabs him. She
manuevers some karate looking stuff
and kicks him in the groin. He goes
to the floor and throws up. A
booming voice says "You're fired."
Arliss comes up, then doubles over
and vomits again. Another "You're
fired." RACHEL heads out. The
lights shift abmptly as JOE grabs the
photo book and strikes GERT with it.
They stmggle violentiy. GERT
shoots JOE in the leg. He screams in
pain. The fight is over.)
GERT
You see? You see what you did*!* Joey! Look at this mess. You're bleeding
everywhere.
JOE
Oh, my God. My God! I'm gonna die.
GERT
Are not It'sjust your leg, you baby. Let me see. Let me see.
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JOE
Ow! God!
GERT
W^ell. You see. See what happens. We need to... Here. We'll stop that
bleeding.
(She does what she can to tend the
woimd.)
You, see, Joey. I don't want to hurt you. But I will, you know. If I have to, I
will.
JOE
Psycho bitch.
(She smacks him.)
Ow! Fuck!
GERT
Dirty mouth. Don't fucking be a goddarrm dirty mouth sonofabitch.
(She laughs at her joke.)
Get it?
JOE
I got it.
GERT
Lighten up, Joe. I know a good joke when I tell one.
JOE
Ow.
GERT
Hold still.
(Lights shift back to the restaraimt.
ARLISS sits as before. RACHEL
enters, and we see their scene again,
this time in slow motion, then
backwards, over and over. RACHEL
leaves. ARLISS remains on the floor
as the lights shift back to Gas N'
Goods.)
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GERT
,,, ,
, ^
(Again with the photo book.)
You re so handsome, Joe. Very photogenic, too.
JOE

Thank you.

GERT
You could model, maybe.
JOE
No. I don't think so.
GERT
Why?
JOE
I wouldn't like that. Anyway, I couldn't.
GERT
Why not?
JOE
Look at me.
GERT
I think you're beautiful.
JOE
Yeah, and you're psycho.
GERT
Tsk. Tsk, Mister Joe, I'm not sure I like that tone. How about this one?
(Speaks in a high voice.)
Yeah, and you're psycho.
(Laughs.)
Get it?
JOE
Yes. I get your joke.
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GERT
I was wrong about you. You have no sense of humor.
JOE
Look. I don't know you! I don't want to know you! I'm pretty damn close to
hating you nght now. So if that pisses you off and you want to kill me, DO IT!
You damn near did already, and I sure as hell don't want to drag it out all night!
GERT

Shhhli. Joe. Shhhh. It's okay.

JOE
Don't touch me!
GERT
I love—
JOE
No! No, you don't! You don't even know me.
GERT
Joe.
(She sings to him.)
I KNOW YOU.
WE'VE BEEN TOGETHER IN MY SLEEP.
RUNNING IN A FIELD.
ROLLING ON A BEACH.
I KNOW YOU.
I SEE YOU.
I SEE YOU ANYWHERE I AM.
WALKING IN THE PARK.
WAITING FOR THE BUS.
AND I THINK YOU CAN'T BE REAL.
THAT YOU MUST BE JUST A DREAM,
SOMEONE LIVING IN MY HEAD.
I FEEL YOUR EVERY BREATH.
YOUR TOUCH IS LIFE AND DEATH.
I KNOW YOU.
YES, YOU ARE WITH ME ALL THE TIME.
WITH ME IN MY SLEEP,
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GERT (cont.)
WITH ME THROUGH THE DAY.
AND I THINK YOU CAN'T BE REAL,
THAT YOU MUST BE JUST A DREAM.
SOMEONE LIVING IN MY HEAD.
I CAN FEEL YOUR EVERY BREATH.
AND YOU SAVE ME WITH YOUR TOUCH.
YOU ARE HERE WITH ME.
AND I KNOW YOU'RE NOT A DREAM.
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Scene 6
(NORA and TOMMY are in bed.
NORA is awake. TOMMY wakes
up.)
NORA
Hey, sleepy.
TOMMY
WTiat time is it?
NORA
Not too late.
(TOMMY gets up.)
Are you leaving?
TOMMY
Yeah. I've got... I need to get home.
NORA
Oh.
TOMMY
Do you have a clock or...
NORA
You don't have to.
TOMMY
What?
NORA
Go. I mean ifyou want to... you can...
TOMMY
I really... I can't.

(Looking for his clothes.)
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NORA

Do you have someone else to meet?

TOMMY

W^hy do you want to know that?

NORA

It'sjust a question.

TOMMY
I don't want to answer that.
NORA
Why*^ I don't really care. I just wondered.
TOMMY
I have an appointment later.
NORA
Do you know her?
TOMMY
Do I know her?
NORA
Is she... Do you see her like you see me?
TOMMY
Why do you complicate this? This is a very simple thing we do here.
NORA
Simple for you, you mean.
TOMMY
Okay. Sure.
NORA
Don't dismiss me. Don't you do that.
TOMMY
I don't have any small bills. I want to get a cab.
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NORA
There's a ten in my purse.
(He takes the bill from her purse.)
Just the ten.
TOMMY
Thanks.
NORA
I want to see you again.
TOMMY
You know where to find me.
NORA
Would that be alright with you?
TOMMY
Yes. I will see you again, ifyou want.
NORA
Do you want to?
TOMMY
Yes.
NORA
Is that the tmth?
TOMMY
Yes.
(He starts to leave.)
NORA
Tommy!
(He stops.)
Do you... Please. Will you...?
(Pause.)
TOMMY
Okay
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NORA
You'll stay? Come here.
(They go to the bed, kissing.)
You know... Nora, 1.

TOMMY

What?

NORA

I really do love you.

TOMMY

You're just saying that.

NORA

TOMMY
No. I do. I do. You're not like those other girls. You're... smart. You're...
grounded... and Ijust... I've been such a jerk to you. I'm sorry. You deserve
better than that. It's coming out all wrong.
NORA
No. No, it's okay. I love you. Tommy. I do. 1 love you.
TOMMY
I'll do better. I will.
(Bright lights. A sit-com laugh track
is heard over the speakers. NORA
looks around, taken back. TOMMY
gives her a quizzical look and gets up.
The lights change back and the laugh
track stops.)
TOMMY
Why do you complicate this? This is a very simple thing we do here.
NORA
Simple for you, you mean.
TOMMY
Okay. Sure.
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NORA
Don't dismiss me. Don't you do that.
TOMMY
I don't have any small bills. I want to get a cab.
(Silence.)
NORA
You get out of here.
TOMMY
What?
NORA
Who the hell do you think you are?
TOMMY
I just asked—
NORA
The answer is no! W^alk for all I care. Get pnemonia. Get lost. Get mugged.
You deserve it!
TOMMY
Nora! Please! Don't make me go. Not like this!
NORA
You're pathetic. You make me sick.
TOMMY
Nora, I'm sorry.
NORA
It's too late!
TOMMY
Nora!
NORA
GET OUT!

(JOE stands up as lights rise on him.)
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JOE

W^ait.

NORA

Yes. Joe?

JOE
Mom, I'm sorry.
(NORA laughs.)
NORA
Poor Joe. Poor, poor Joe.
JOE
Mom—
(Dmm roll.)
NORA
It's too late! Too late for any of you! Do you hear? This is the new me
talking! The new Nora says she's not taking any more shit from anyone!
(Triiunphant flourish. The music dies
down as NORA collapses into
laughter, drinking wine from a bottle
and eating her birthday cake, she
sings.)
NORA'S ALL ALONE.
DADDY LEFT AND JOEY HATES.
ON HER OWN, SHE CONTEMPLATES.
CHOCOLATE IS HER FRIEND.
(Spoken to the cake.)
Hi, friend.
BRING THIS SILLY MESS TO AN END.
WASH IT DOWN WITH DRINK.
NORA'S HAD A SHITTY DAY.
IN A BLINK IT'S WIPED AWAY.
HELP THE GIRL FORGET.
SHE'LL HAVE A HAPPY BIRTHDAY YET!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER
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NORA (cont.)
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
YEAH.
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
NORA'S FEELIN' UP!
SPREAD A SMILE AND TAKE A BREAK!
LIFE'S A CUP OF WHAT YOU MAKE.
LOSE THAT OOGIE FROWN!
LIFE'S TOO SHORT FOR GETTIN' DOWN!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN BETTER,
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
GOTTA TAKE CHARGE!
GOTTA TAKE THE REINS NOW.
GOTTA GET UP!
GOTTA GET HAPPY!
GOTTA GET LOVE.
NO!
GOTTA TAKE THE REINS NOW.
GOTTA GET LIFE!
GOTTA GET UP!
GOTTA GET UP!
AND I'M UP NOW!
AND I'M UP NOW!
(The boys enter in smiley-face tshirts.)

BOYS
DOO DOO DOO YEAH,
DOO DOO DOO YEAH, etc.
NORA
COME ON OUT, BOYS!
LOOKED' GOOD, BOYS! etc.
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NORA & THE BOYS
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
YEAH.
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
(Nora has a tap break.)
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
YEAH.
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER
ALL THE TIME,
ALL THE TIME.
BOYS
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' UP, YEAH,
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER...etc.
NORA
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER... etc.
(They pick up in speed imtil each boy
has given up and dropped out.)
Hey!
THINGS ARE LOOKIN' BETTER!
NORA & THE BOYS
ALL THE TIME!
(The song ends. NORA sits in her
office eating her birthday cake from
the pan and drinking wine. She picks
up the phone and dials. JOE'S phone
rings. It rings several times, then an
answering machine picks up.)
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JOE'S VOICE
W^e're not here. Too bad. Leave a message.
GERT
That's really mde. W^e'll need to change that.
NORA
Joe, it's Mom. You there? I know you are. Please pick up. Joe, I'm really
sorr>' about earlier. I'd like to talk to you. Please... Joey, please.
(GERT drags JOE over to the phone
and picks up.)
GERT
Hi, this is Gertie.
NORA
Who?
GERT
Joey would like it ifyou wouldn't call here anymore. Thank you.
(Hangs up. Lights fade on NORA.
Silence.)
Joey, are you alright?
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Scene 7
(The subway. All characters in this
scene are on the subway at the same
time, in different cars. NORA waits.
She's dmnk. GERT sits next to her.
They speak to the audience.)
GERT & NORA
The subway.
(GERT looks at NORA every now
and then. Just as it appears as though
GERT is about to speak, TOMMY
enters. He tries to walk past NORA
without letting her see his face. He
almost makes it, then...)
NORA
What's the matter?
TOMMY
Oh. Hi.
NORA
I see you.
TOMMY
I see you.
NORA
I know.
TOMMY
WTi- What are you..
NORA
I'm riding the subway. What does it look like?
(Silence.)
Sorry, I...

Ill

TOMMY

No. No. It... It's okay.

NORA

Is it?

TOMMY

I guess No.

NORA

Well.

TOMMY

I'll see you.

NORA

Tommy.

TOMMY

Yeah.

NORA
Are you done for the night?
TOMMY
WellNORA
Because, ifyou are.
TOMMY
What.
NORA
Do you think...?
TOMMY
You need to go home and sleep.
NORA
Don't you tell me what 1 need. 1 know what I need. I'm a goddamn therapist!
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TOMMY
Look—
NORA
My son hates me.
TOMMY
I'm veiy sorry.
NORA
Oh. W^ell, that's good. I'm glad you're sorry. I feel better. Fuck you.
TOMMY
I'd like to go home, okay? I'm really tired.
NORA
We don't have to... We don't even have to talk at all. We'll just...
TOMMY
I'm sorry. No.
NORA
Okay.
(TOMMY tums to go.)
Maybe we shouldn't see each other any more.
TOMMY
Maybe not.
(Silence.)
NORA
I'll call you.
TOMMY
Okay.

(TOMMY passes on through and out.
Silence. NORA takes the gun out of
her purse. GERT eyes the gun.)
GERT

Wow.
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NORA
I'm sorry about that.
GERT
He's an asshole.
NORA
I'm a little... you know.
GERT
\'our boy.
NORA
Yeah.
GERT
I'm sorry.
NORA
His daddy left us. It was a long time ago. He... It was because of me.
GERT
How old's your boy?
NORA
He's twenty. One. Just recently. Joey.
GERT
I've always liked that name.
NORA
Of course he likes Joe now.
GERT
Uh-huh. I like it that way, too.
NORA
He's a beautiftil boy. Bright.
GERT
The girls love him, huh.
(Silence.)
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NORA
I've never even fired a gun.
GERT
It's a pretty one.
NORA
Sometimes... You have to just take charge of things. Get in control. How
many times a week do I say that? Get in control.
GERT
Hey.
NORA
WTiat.
(GERT steals the gun.)
GERT
^'olU• son sounds wonderful.
(She's out. As NORA stands there,
unbelieving. NORA lets out a scream
ofrage as COCO enters. He stops
short.)
NORA
Sorry.
COCO
I think so.

(Passes through to another car.
NORA exits. ARLISS enters with a
brown bag of new pom. He sits.
COCO enters the area and sees him.
His first inclination is to find another
car, but then decides to stay. They sit
in silence. Then.)
ARLISS

Pretty.

You shut the fuck up.

COCO
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(ARLISS laughs. Silence. ARLISS
breaks up again.)
COCO (cont.)
I said shut up!
(COCO grabs the sack and rips it
apart. The pom flies.)
ARLISS
You! YOU!
(COCO starts kicking the tapes and
magazines aroimd as ARLISS crawls
frantically on the ground, trying to
gather them up. Finally, ARLISS
grabs COCO by the legs and pulls,
toppling him to the ground. He
gathers all he can carry and holds
them tight. COCO pelts ARLISS
with the remaining items. Silence.)
COCO
Freak.
ARLISS
Me*^
COCO
Yes. Freak!
ARLISS
Look at you. All... make up and shit.
COCO
What do you know?
ARLISS
Stuff Lots!
COCO
You don't know dick.
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ARLISS
What.
COCO
> ou don't get it! You just don't.
ARLISS
No, I don't..
COCO
Too bad.
ARLISS
For you. You're the fair>.
COCO
"i'ou look like an ass.
ARLISS
I know what I like.
COCO
That's good. That's important. What you like.
ARLISS
It is.
COCO
You're right.
ARLISS
What else is there?
COCO
I wouldn't know.
ARLISS
Nothin. Not shit.
(There is silence for a long time.
TOMMY enters. He sees ARLISS
with all of the pom.)
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TOMMY
Been out, have you? Looking for a job, right?
ARLISS
No.
TOMMY
For real?
ARLISS
Ijust got attacked, man.
TOMMY
Oh, yeah?
ARLISS
Yeah! He tried to steal all my shit. Kick his ass.
(TOMMY looks at COCO, who
shmgs.)
Fuckin queer.
TOMMY
Shut the hell up. So, where did you get the money for that stuff? You steal it?
ARLISS
Uh-uh.
TOMMY
So... You paid for it with what?
ARLISS
Money.
TOMMY
Very good. Whose money?
ARLISS
Your mattress's money.
TOMMY
Mmm. You used my money for that?
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ARLISS

Um... Yeah.

TOMMY

My savings.

ARLISS

Yeah.

TOMMY
How much?
ARLISS
Well, a lot of it was on special.. Some of these tapes areTOMMY
How much?
ARLISS
About... two hundred bucks.
TOMMY
Didn't I tell you I wanted you out?
ARLISS
I'm payin you back. I swear!
TOMMY
No. That's okay. Really.
ARLISS
1 will.
TOMMY
I don't want you to.
ARLISS
I'm gettin a job.
TOMMY
No. All I want is for you to move out. No money. Consider it a moving out
present.
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ARLISS

W here'm I gonna go?

TOMMY
I don't give a shit where you go. I want you out. Tonight! This moming,
whatever the hell it is.
(To COCO.)
What is it?
COCO
No idea.
TOMMY
Out! Got it?
ARLISS
Tommy, 1 got nowhere to go!
TOMMY
I don't care.
ARLISS
I'll be on the fuckin street!
TOMMY
I don't care! You have one hour. I'll give you one hour. From now. Dammit!
I need a watch!
(He moves to another car. COCO
begins to sing "YMCA." ARLISS
charges him. COCO screams and
runs out, with Arliss behind him.
RACHEL enters and sits next to an
empty twinkie box. TOMMY sits.
They sit in silence, waiting.)
RACHEL
Are you following me?
TOMMY
No.
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RACHEL

What do you want?

TOMMY

To get home.

(Silence. They wait)
I got fired today

RACHEL

I'm sorry.

TOMMY

You are?

RACHEL

Yes.

TOMMY
RACHEL

I kicked a guy's balls.
(TOMMY recoils.)
He grabbed my breast. I know. What was I there for, right?
TOMMY
I don'tRACHEL
You know, just because I work at a place called 'headlights' doesn't mean I'm
easy.
TOMMY
You're right.
RACHEL
Do you think I'm easy?
TOMMY
No. Well, 1 mean—
RACHEL
You don't know me.
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TOMMY

No.

RACHEL
You don't know anything.
TOMMY
^ ou ate all those twinkies?
RACHEL
No. There was this woman on roller skates...
TOMMY
It's okay.
RACHEL
Don't say that. It's not okay. How do you know that?
TOMMY
Sorry.
RACHEL
What am I goima do? 1 shouldn't be on this thing. I can't afford it.
TOMMY
I sell my body, too.
RACHEL
I'm not a whore.
TOMMY
I am.
RACHEL
Who buys?
TOMMY
Older women, usually. Older than me, I mean. Not...older. What?
RACHEL
Any men?
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TOMMY
I don't.
RACHEL
What
TOMMY
Do men. I'm not like that
RACHEL
What's the difference?
TOMMY
I just don't do that. I told you I'm notRACHEL
Have never.
TOMMY
I've been offered. 1 did once. It was too much money.
RACHEL
I've never had sex for money. I haven't.
TOMMY
I believe > ou.
RACHEL
How much money?
TOMMY
Two thousand.
RACHEL
For one night?
TOMMY
Not even that. And he blew me.
RACHEL
That's not fair.
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TOMMY
I had to close my eyes. I kept.. He wasn't really very attractive.
RACHEL
That was the only time...'^
TOMMY
People just don't believe me. In high school I didn't have many fiiends. If
you're reclusiv e vou're queer. I wish just once I could have shouted at one of
those assholes "I'm porking your mother, dickhead." Because I was.
RACHEL
I was realK popular in high school. Prom queen.
TOMMY
Really?
RACHEL
No.
TOMMY
You keep a figure for all those twinkies you put down.
RACHEL
Don't talk to me about my body.
TOMMY
It was a compliment.
RACHEL
No. It wasn't.
TOMMY
Do you want some chips'
RACHEL
I want my twinkies. 1 want to kill that woman on roller skates. 1 mean it. I
want to watch her die.
TOMMY
Do you want me to buy you some more twinkies ^
.
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RACHEL
W^ith what? ^'our dirty sex money? You probably porked my mother. WTiy
don't N'ou leave? Isn't that what you wanted to do anyway?
TOMMY
WTiy don't I just leave.
RACHEL
W hy don't v ou. Go pork someone's mother. Go pork someone's father. You
know you want to, fag boy.
TOMMY
Shut up.
RACHEL
Fag boy.
TOMMY
Shut up!
(Silence. He gets up to go.)

How much...

Huh?

How much for a hug.

RACHEL

TOMMY

RACHEL

TOMMY
Why-

I really need a hug. How much?

RACHEL

TOMMY
I'll give you aRACHEL
I don't want charity. I want to pay for a hug. How much?
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TOMMY
A dollar.
RACHEL
(Getting money out of her jar.)
No funny stuff. 1 kicked a guy's balls. It cost me my job, but I really enjoyed
it.
(Hands him a dollar.)
In advance, right?
TOMMY
Usually
RACHEL
Okay.
TOMMY

Okay.
(They hug, then sit in silence.)
RACHEL
Okay.
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Scene 8
(JOE and GERT are on the floor of
the convenience store. JOE leans in
and kisses GERT on the lips.)
GERT
No. Like > ou mean it.
JOE
Look...
GERT
Do it again.
(He kisses her again.)
WTiere did you leam to kiss? No wonder you can't keep a girlfriend.
JOE
No. No. If you were my girlfriend—
GERT
WTiat?
JOE
It would be different.
GERT
How?
JOE
Just... I'd, you know... feel something.
GERT
Something you don't feel with me.
JOE
Yeah. You know, why are we evenGERT
Pretend.
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JOE
Come on.
GERT
Pretend I'm > our girlfriend. And kiss me.
JOE
I... Look.
GERT
Joe, it's not that hard.
JOE
I don't..
GERT
Just do it.
JOE
God dammit.
GERT
What.
JOE
What do you want?
GERT
I'm telling you what I want I want you to kiss me, you jerk.
JOE
God!
(Kisses her.)
GERT
What do you call that?
JOE
Dammit!
GERT
You kiss like a pussy!
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JOE
WTiat do you expect? You've got a fucking gun to my head!
(She smacks him.)
Fuck! Stop that!
GERT
Maybe ifyou worked in a... a nice resteraunt or something it would be a little
more romantic, or... \ ou can't blame me for that. Where we are, this is... you.
Your choice.
JOE
I don't want to kiss you, alright?
GERT
Joe. You're just one dissapointment after another.
JOE
Yeah. I know.
GERT
WTiat is if^ Me? Is it me? You think I'm gross.
(Silence.)
Joe. You think I'm all ugly, or...
(Silence. She kisses him.)
You could at least just kiss me back.
(She continues. Then, silence.)
There. Now. Yourtum.
(He obliges.)
Yeah. Better. You think?
JOE
Yeah.
GERT
Take off your shirt.
JOE
Uh-uh.
GERT
Take off your shirt.
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JOE
No.
GERT
WTiy do >ou have to be so difficult':^ Take offJOE
W hat for?
GERT
I want you to. I want to look at you.
JOE
I don't want you looking at me.
GERT
(W ith the gun.)
Do I have to put this in your face again? It mins everything. Do it.
(Silence.)
JOE
Why don't you take off v ours instead?
GERT
Why don't you take it off me?
(Beat. He unbuttons her shirt.)
Now. Yours.
(He strips to his undershirt.)
ITie jeans.
JOE
Wait.
(He goes to take her shoes off She
puts the gun in his face.)
Just wait.

(He takes off her shoes and unbuttons
her pants.)
GERT

Take off your shoes.
(He does. He kisses her deeply.)
Yes, Joe. Better.
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(ARLISS enters, pissed.)
ARLISS
Tommy's apartment. Late.
(He proceeds to trash the place.
NORA enters and sits at her desk.
She is still eating the cake from the
pan. Lights up on COCO, still on the
subway. TOMMY enters as NORA
picks up her phone and dials. JOE'S
phone rings. GERT is caught offguard for an instant JOE slugs her
with one of his work boots. The gun
flies. She screams, they fight.
TOMMY screams at ARLISS.)
TOMMY
What the fiick are you doing? WTiat the fiick.
(ARLISS dissovles into a maniacal
victory dance around TOMMY,
laughing and pointing at him. Very
dmnk, NORA begins to call out to
JOE.)
NORA
Joe! Joey, pick up. (etc.)
(JOE has managed to pin GERT
down, and get into one of her
pockets, where the key is. RACHEL
enters the store.)
RACHEL
Excuse me..
(Noticing the brawl, she stops short.
JOE has freed himself from the
handcuffs. He jumps to his feet as
GERT crawls to the gun. Before he
can escape, she points the gun at him
and calls his name.)
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GERT
JOE!
(GERT fires. Everything on stage
comes to an abrubt halt. There is an
instant of dead quiet. JOE falls dead.
ARLISS continues his ranting, then
quickly exits. JOE'S phone is still
ringing. GERT throws it. All is
silent for a very long time. RACHEL
crosses to COCO. She sits. They sit
in silence for awhile. A short scene
develops, all in total silence. They
look at each other. She keeps trying
to prompt him into speaking.
Nothing works. Finally she gets up.)
COCO
What.
(RACHEL leaves. COCO gets up
and enters the store. He sees JOE's
body, and GERT, still holding the
gun, oblivious. He cautiously steals
the gun from her hands and mshes
out.)
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Scene 9
(A wall. RACHEL sits, looking
down, dangling her feet. The rest of
the ensemble are still in their
positions from Scene Eight.)
RACHEL
(To the audience.)
A wall.
(TOMMY enters and sees her. He
approaches.)
TOMMY
What are you doing?
RACHEL
Sitting here.
TOMMY
Gonna jump?
RACHEL
Oh. I don't know. Maybe. Yeah. lam. Oneof these days.
TOMMY
Yeah?
RACHEL
Yeah.
TOMMY
Hm.
RACHEL
What?
TOMMY
I don't know.

(He sits next to her. Silence.)
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RACHEL
It's nice out. Huh.
TOMMY
^'eah.
RACHEL
Kinda quiet. For the city. I like quiet.
TOMMY
\ ou could move. Ifyou hate the city.
RACHEL
Oh. I don't know. I think I'd hate cows worse.
TOMMY
Yeah. They stink.
RACHEL
You know cows?
TOMMY
I'm from the country.
RACHEL
WTiat are you doing here'
TOMMY
I don't know.
(Silence.)
RACHEL
You know, I was just..
TOMMY
What.
RACHEL
I was just doing my job. You know'
TOMMY
Sure.
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RACHEL
W ell, what would you do if some woman just reached out and grabbed your
crotch':^ I mean, pretend it doesn't happen all the time. Would you like it?
TOMMY
No.
RACHEL
It's not fair. I mean, he grabbed me. And now... You know how hard it is to
find a job? I've got bills, you know?
TOMMY
Yeah.
RACHEL
I couldn't do what you do.
TOMMY
Well, 1 wouldn't recommend it.
RACHEL
I was in this little store, right? And all 1 wanted was a box of twinkies. This
woman shot this guy. He was half naked. Just shot him. Right in the head.
Right in front of me.
TOMMY
That's... I'm sorry. That's terrible.
RACHEL
You always say that. I'm sorry. I'm sorry. What the hell do you know?
TOMMY
Not much of anything.
RACHEL
It's been a really shitty day.
(She sings.)
SOMEHOW,
SOME WAY,
THINGS ARE GONNA GET BETTER,
AREN'T THEY?
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RACHEL (cont.)
I'D SAY,
SOMEHOW,
THINGS WILL SURELY GET BETTER.
W^ELL, THEY COULDN'T GET WORSE.
I KNOW, THAT'S CLICHE.
BUT THEY COULDN'T GET WORSE.
ALL RIGHT.
OKAY.
WHAT NOW?
TOMMY
SOMEHOW,
SOME WAY,
THINGS HAVE GOT TO GET BETTER,
HAVEN'T THEY?
I'D SAY,
SOMEHOW,
THINGS CAN ONLY GET BETTER.
WELL, THEY COULDN'T GET WORSE.
NO, THEY COULDN'T GET WORSE.
NOWAY!
TOMMY & RACHEL
MAYBE IN A YEAR,
MAYBE IN A DAY,
OR MAYBE NOT AT ALL.
SOMEHOW.
MAYBE.
SOMEHOW.
MAYBE.
ALL BUT JOE
SOMEHOW.
MAYBE.
ARLISS, TOMMY, GERT, COCO
000...
NORA & RACHEL
SOMEHOW.
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NORA & RACHEL (cont.)
MAYBE.
SOMEHOW.
MAYBE.
GERT
MAYBE...
TOMMY
SOMEHOW...
COCO
SOMEHOW...
ARLISS
OOO...
RACHEL & NORA
THINGS ARE GONNA GET BETTER...
ALL BUT JOE
MAYBE IN A YEAR,
MAYBE IN A DAY,
OR MAYBE NOT AT ALL.
ALL RIGHT.
OKAY.
WHAT NOW?
TOMMY
So.
RACHEL
So wh^t?
TOMMY
What now?
RACHEL
Oh, I don't know. Does it matter?
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TOMMY

Yeah.

RACHEL

You're right.

TOMMY

I know.

RACHEL

What time is it?

TOMMY

No clue.

RACHEL
Me neither.
TOMMY
Be light soon, I'd say.
RACHEL
Yeah. I'm not really gonna jump.
TOMMY
I know.
RACHEL
I'm too chicken.
TOMMY
Me too.
RACHEL
Pretty sad. Anyway, my luck I'd land on someone and kill them. I'd live.
Wouldn't that be the shits?
TOMMY
My roommate trashed my apartment.
RACHEL
Really^
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TOMMY
Trashed it. All my stuff
RACHEL
W^hy?
TOMMY
I kicked him out.
RACHEL
Oh.
TOMMY
He's a bastard.
RACHEL
I guess.
TOMMY
Yeah. Random acts of meanness. He likes those.
RACHEL
It's goin around.
TOMMY
Yeah.

(Silence. He reaches out and takes
her hand.)
RACHEL

What.
TOMMY
I don't know.
RACHEL
I don't have any money, you know.
TOMMY
Okay.
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RACHEL

Not even a dollar.

TOMMY

That's fine.

RACHEL
I... I don't want... 1 mean, I'm sure it'd be great and all...butTOMMY

Me neither.

RACHEL

Oh.

(Silence. TOMMY leans his head on
RACHEL'S shoulder. They continue
to look out over the city. The entire
cast is on stage. NORA's phone
rings. She picks it up.)
NORA
Joey'
(ARLISS laughs. NORA hangs up
slowly. COCO enters with a super
coke, dressed for the evening.
ARLISS spots him out his window.
He laughs. COCO looks up, trying to
fmd the source of the laughter.
ARLISS makes kissing noises at
him.)
ARLISS
Pretty. Pretty.
(COCO ignores him. Takes a long
sip of his coke.)
Hey, I got somethin for you to suck on, baby. Hey. Hey.
(COCO looks up. Lights begin to
fade.)
COCO
What?
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ARLISS
Hey, do you suck dick? Mmmmm. Yeah, baby. Mmmmm. Ooooh, yeah.
(COCO pulls the gun.)
Freak!
COCO
You shut up. Right now.
(Points the gun at ARLISS. Lights
out.)

END
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